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The search for interpersonal closeness starts uith

tl\e

infant's

gauzey-eyed groping for mother snd hsr breast; it continues in other
fonns for most humans until death.

remains primarily on a

phj'-sical

In larer anijials such a search

level (Ha.rlcr and Zimmorman, ISS)),'

Humans, vith the capacities for self-ccnsciousness and symbolisation, are
able to carry this search into the psychological realn of feelings,
attitudes, and 3.deas,

The psychological version of closeness

Yls.5

often

been labeled "intimacy."
Intimacy and the conditions under which it develops are the focus
of the present study.

Specifically, the purpose of

tliis

explore factors related to the development of closeness

interpersonal relationship.

Phrased as a question:

study is to
sind intir.aacy

"UTiat

in an

factors

facilitate or inhibit the development of intimacy?"
Psychologists, as well as other investigators, have posed this

question before.

For the psychotherapist the question has immediate

relevance to his role of "helper'^ in a treatment situation.

The building

of rapport and the development of a "relationship" in therapy are seen by
iiany as the sine

gua non of treatment.

Indeed., using the client's feelings

totvard the therapist may constitute an integral part of therapy, e.f^.

transference.

In treatment of groups, marital couples, and famlies, the

intimacy among individual members provides the context for development of

more desirable interpersonal relationships.

Apart from its importance in treatment, the question of hew intimacy
develops contains implications for interpersonal satisfaction in other
situations.

As the industrial revolution proftressed, it effected a change

2

in

t>ie

becar^id

life style of most of the world; i^c,
less prevalent and less potent.

Tlie

asci^-be-d

roles and relationsh3.ps

safety of static, predetonained

relationships was exchanged for iriorua3e<l individual freodcTa,
same tiiae, increased alienation.

grci-rth of

at the

A high value was placed on acquired

relationships as a cieans of satis fyirjg individual needs,

continuance and

aiid

Like^/ise, the

such relationships depended in part on mutual

satisfaction of the participants.

For exsjnple,

Tr.arri.age

became less an

economic or religious contract than a means through whi.ch personal

satisfaction could be achieved.
The grad.ng divorce rate combined vdth a tendency for those who

divorce to remarry seems to index the importance of finding intimacy in
contrast to maintaining societal conventions.

The uncertainty and

tentativeness characterising acquired relationships may result in feelings
of alienation and isolation.

Hopefully an investigation of intiir^cy

development can contribute to reduction of the alienation which
characterizes modern life.

In order to study intimacy, it is necessary to define the construct
more clearly.

Intimacy may be defined subjectively via refei*ence to the

reader's experiences of feeling "close," "warm," "open," and "frieriily"
towaixi another person.

Such feelings are in contrast to o:cperiencing

the other as "distant," "cold," "closed," or "antagonistic."

Although not

exclusively limited to the adjectives used abm^e, an experiential yardstick
could function as an internal standard, by which intei-personal relationships

night be measured.
may be indexed ty
In terms of empirical measures, the phonamenon

overt behaviors.

the most
Indeed, behavioral manifestations may be

reliable and powerful measures of intimacy.

In the present study, intimacy

3

is defined as the quantity and quality of verbal self -disclosure,

La/ter

a more detailed explanation vill be presented.
The prece-ding effort at clarifjrlng the concept of intimacj^ has
adrri3.ttedly

not produced a precise definition.

Instead some leather bi'oad

parameters have been sketched to help focus on the general area in which
the psychol<^ical cancept of intirjacy exists,

Throughmt the following sections of this paper the development
intiifiacy

will be considered for a two person interaction - a dyad,

of

Kore

specif ica3.1y, the prototypical relationship is characterized as a friend-

sldp or ccartship relation in which menbers hold equal status, participation
is voluntary, and termination or stabilisation may occur at any point.

The

rationale for this approach lies in its amenability to study.

it depicts a number of rcal~life i.ntera.ctions fairly accurately.

Also,

This

focus on the friendship dyed will continue through a brief sanpling of
theories concerning intimacy growth, through a review of selected
literature,

aiyi

through the experiiient itself.

THEORETICAL APPROACHES

Theories concerning intimacy development
groups:

trait theories and process theories.

rriay

be separated into two

In the former group, grovrth

of intimacy is explained via static qualities of individuals.

In the

latter, explanations derive from the ongoing intera.ction between individuals.

The trait approach predicts that if dyad members have specific characteristics, they vn.ll become intimate.

For example, some findings indicate that

persons become intimate if they hold similar atti trades, if their personalities

complement each other (e,^. a sado-masochistic pair), or if they live noar
one another (propinquity),

"

-

AlthoiTgh such findings are gensrally upheld, they do not ansTrrer the

question of how intimacy develops.

Such theoi-ies conceptualize intimacy as

simply a function of suitable pairing of individuals.

Such explanations under-

estimate the importance of vjhat occurs between the initiation and terroination
of relationships.

The process approach attempts to complement the trait

explanations,

Accordirg to the process approach, intiiaacy develops if the behavior

exchanged

This approach focuses on

individuals is mutually reinforcing.

interaction rather than individual characteristics.

have a unique set of reinforc5jig contingencies.

That is. each dyad will

Within this framsvrork it is

lead to intimacy because
readily seen that proximity of dyad members may
to obtain.
reinforcements are more frequent and less difficult

attitude similarity may lead to

and esteem.

intir,iacy

Likewise,

via exchajnges of rcinforcir^ agreement

because of
Personality conplemcntarity may lead to intimacy

who satisfies personality needs.
posit5.ve feelings toward the individual
a learning paradigm attempts to explain

hcvr

Thus

intimacy develops as a function

5

of various reinforcements.
Life, however, is not always so simple.

Satisfactions and reinforcements

in life are never that clear-cut.

With every reward there is of -ten the

possibility of negative outcomes.

Huinai?.

beings therefore tend to nxxiraise

their satisfactions while minimizing current or potential aversive outcomes.

Research on "mixed-motive" ganes and "risk taking" has focused on the more
complicated aspects of interpersonal process.

Thus a process approach has the

potential to provide a more detailed explanation of

"hov:"

intimacy develops

under complex circumstances.
The present paper assumes that the most important contributors to
intDjnacy development are interpersonal processes, not intrapersonal traits.

Consistent with this interpretation, constmcts often viewed as static internal
entities (^.g. social accessibility) are here viewed as processes.

Thus a

constmct reflects a point in an ongoing process, rather than

meas'ire of such a

a fixed internal conditione

This interpretation may seem largely semantic;

however, it embodies the point of view assumed in the following sections.

At this point severeil process theories of intimacy development will be reviewed.
Cognitive BpJlance Theory
The first general theory considered has been called "dissonance" theory
(Festinger, 1957)

i

"balance" theory (Heider, 19^), or "cognitive consistency"

theory (KcGuire, 196? )(^, Newcomb, I96I).

Essentially the locus of intimacy

growth in these theories resides in the perceptions of eaoh of the members of
the dyad.

That is, growth of positive attitude is a result of the congruence

perceived in the ideas and attitudes displayed and attended to by dyad members.
Internal cognitive processes operate on information received.

Within this theory are several assui/iptions.

First, it is assumed that

"cognitive strain" or tension occurs if two ideas or attitiides differ,

Ttius

if

dyad members hold differing ideas or attitudes, there will be tension t^tveen

6

them.

Secondly, it is

reduce th© strain.
a) The

dyr>.d

my

assu!!:sd

ma;^

will ho

ftff 02*t

ejcpcnc?.«i

to elir^dnatc or

Tension rtxluction may be accoriiplished in several v^ys:

ceasv^ to exist; th-is each

but strain would be reduced
members

that

nenber wcjld retain his idea intact,

thrcogh r^^ccting the other person, b) Dyad

try to change the other's idea to coincide with their cvm,

members may Shift their own ideas towards the position of the other,

c) Dysd

d) One

dyad merabor may deny that the other real3y holds a differing idea, i.e. he

would reject the information,

c) Dyad merabers mry agree to tolerate the strain

while remaining engaged with each other; ieC, they "agree to disagree,"
Research indicates that the salience and importance of an idea for each
of the dyad members determines to some degree

existing strain.

hc^w

tolerant they can be of

Differences over very important and veiy salient ideas

create more strain than differences over less salient and import-ant ideas.
Also, the intensity to which each dy?ii member is committed to an idea

or attitude determines

hm

flexible he can be in shifting that attitAide,

Increased committm-ent to the idea yields decreased flexibility.

In process terms, two people display attitudes, beliefs and behaviors vis
a vis one another and subsequently attempt to match

tlieir positions accordingly.

Similarity leads to "balance" which is a reinforcing consequence.
leads to strain and an effort to reduce the strain.

appear in

tMs

Difference

Grc;?th of intijtiacy would

theory to depeni on a) initial similarity, and b) willingness

attitudes.
and skill of dj'ad members to achieve congruence of ideas and

Social Exchan,^e Thepr^y
on observable
Another general theoretical process approach that focuses more
(Blau,
events is sometir.ies called "social exchange" theory

Thibaut and Kelley, 1959).
ations of Thibc.ut

sj^d

Romans, 1950;

For purposes of illustration, the specific forml-

Kelley

According to Thib^kut

196^^-;

oxid

ai'e

used to represent the sccisl exchange theories.

Kelley, "The essence of any intei-personal

7

relationsMp is interaction
consists of beha^/iors oach

(p, 10, 1959)."

iTiOi^ber

Dyadic interaction, in tmm,

enits in the presence of the other.

B?,ch

behavior emitted has reinforcing consecfuences in the dyad for
both ueiubers.
Reinforcements can be either positive or negative, i.e. rewarding or
costly.
The rewards and costs of behaviors detenrdne the satisfactions gained
froa
the interaction.
Theoretically-, the level of re^-zards and cc-sts incurred in each dyad

can be calculated from an

or "pcyoff" matrix.

"outcorie'''

That is, a matrix

of possible interactions can be formed by compaii.ng the beliavior repertories
of the members.

If each member has four possible behaviors available to

him, the ciyad outcome matrix will consist of

contains the rewards or costs incunred

"by

sricteen cells.

each meiober

Each cell

a result of his

performing a specific behavior vis a vis the behavior of his cami-orpart.
If dyad xnenbers emit behaviors that conjointly increase re^^ards and reduce
costs, that interaction will tend to be repeated.

In early acquadnta^ico

the values in the outcane uiatrix remain ujiknam until the zpocilic.

interactions occur.
Two broad groups of determinajits contrj.bute to the reward and cost

values vrithin the outcome matrix.

These are exc^enoas factors, wliich

exist external, to the relationship, and endogenous factors, which are
intrinsic to the interaction itself,
ai'e

Scr»e

axamples of exogenous detenainants

needs, values, attitudes, abilities, and predispositions that each

irdividual biurjgs to the relationship.

Endogenous factors can be

classified as either interference or facilitation,

Intei'fcrence with one

member's behavior as the result of behavior of tho other increases costs.

For

exejTiple,

a conversation in which bct?i members talk at

creates tension for both.

tlio sa'iie

Both interfere and are interfered \dth.

time

In

contrast, facilitation occurs if behaviors of each member heighten the

8

rewards gained

and

s.

Ijy

the other.

For

exay,iplc,

a conversaticr* between a "talker"

"listener" increases natis.factions for both by imtual gratification

of each's wishes.

Thus payoffs

my

vaiy as a iXinction of

moi-nber

attributes

that exist independently of the interaction; and as a function of the
5.nteraction itself.

The development of intimacy depends on the degree to which the

relationship offers

o«j.tccs:ne3

and Kelley identify

tvro

above a psychologically defiried level,

compaadson levels:

available or miavailable , real or

Thibc^ut

one for all relationships,

irjiagined (CL ~

comparison level).

Tne

other comparison level applies only to real alternative rela-iiionships

available (CL^^ - canparison level for alternatives),

dyad remains intact and noves tovjards

3.ntiriacy

vrne thor or r^ot

a

depends on the degree to

which the relationship in the dyad yj.elds adequate re^rards for each
member.

The adeciuacy of rewards is judged via cojnparison levels,

"In

short, a prertsquisite for the existance of the dyad is a deperdenco of the
rewaixis of each upon the other's belmvdor, that is, a condition of inter-

dependence, (p. 22, Thibaut and Kelley, 1959)."

In process teinis

tvfo

people develop intimacy via learning a

mtual

accomodation of behavior whd.ch rifiximizes gains and ninimizes costs.
the

coinraittirsent

It is

to and the attraction toward the other expressed through

production of mutually satisfying interactions that seems to define
intijiacy accor>iing to this theoiyo

VJhether or not the satisfactions

gained in any relation chip are high enaigh for each
tlie

riieiiber

to resiain >dthin

dyad or to induce each to modify his behavior seeking greater intimacy

depends on sane coribination of his expectations of the rewards he deserves
(CL) and his expectations of the
(CLgj^^),

re'-;7u^is

he feels are available elsewhere

^fhon absolute freedc.n to terminate a relationship exists, the

level of satisfactions

sai.ipled

in earl^- interactions is crucial in this

9

process.

A more naturalistic, hximaniBtic approach to grov^th cf intimacy has

been foivai-ded by witers
and.

Rogers (1959).

s^ich as

Jourard (1964), G off man (1959, 196?),

An integration of the above views by Culbert (I968)

is draim upon in discussing the himanistic theory of the development of

intimacy.

According to these theories, intimacy grows with openness, honecty,
and self -disclosure on the part of dyad members.

parts of one's personality or Mstoiy fosters

Disclosure of private
That is, access

intim^»j3y.

to information about one's "private self" makes the other more of an
intii>ia,te

th^n does information about one's "public self."

efforts to uphold the public self through irapression

In fact,

itianagerriont

and role

perforiJiance seem antithetical to development of intiiiiacy (for e:canplos cf.

Presentation of Self in

Ever>'day.

Mlg.^ Goffman, 1959).

Although the source of an individual's self -concept has often been
thought to reside vdthin the individual Mriiself, the natura3.istic
theories suggest a circulari.ty between impression fcr^rsrdod

Ijj'

,

huirianistic

the individual

and the feedback he receives fran those vdth whom he interacts.
The performed self was seen as some kind of image, usually
creditable, viMch the individual on stage and in character effectively
attempts to induce otheis to hold in rcgai\i to hiw. Wl-dle this image
is entertained concerning^ the individual, so that a self is imputed to
hir.i, this self itself "does not derive from its possessor, but froi-a
the v^hole scene of his action, b^dng generated by that attribute of
local events vrhi-ch renders them interpre table by vritnosses, A
correctly staged and perfoiri.ed scene leads the audience to impute a
self to a perfonried character, but this imputation this self is a
product of a scene that comes off, and is not a cause of it. The self,
then, as a performed character, is not an organic tiling that has a
specific location, whose fundamental fate is to be bom, to mature, and
to die; it is a dramatic effect arising diffusely from a scene that is
presented, and the characteristic issue, the cracial concern, is
whether it will be credited or discredits (pp. 252-253. Goffnan, 1959).

—

—
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Joaraixi

(196''4')

which a

postulates that

cones to

knw

tiie

process of disclosure ±s the process by

himself .

Thus an individual gains an identity

via social interaction, so that honest disclosure of self to others leads

to true knci/lsdge of one's self.
Sell -disclosure, harever, does not alvays lesd to positive outcomes.

Indeed, allovfing another person access to one's "dark secrets" (Goffnian,
1959) gives him the parer to

inal<e

those secrets public, thus inflicting

It also yields the opportunity and probable caaise to

embarrassment.

reject the di.scloser as umrort'ny of friendship.

Although honest disclosure

to another nay lead to "reality testing" and a healt:^ nental, state, it

may also open the discloser to threat of exposu're, coercion, rejection,
and psychological hurt.
Therefore openness and honesty in interpersonal interaction involves

ambivalence and psychological risk.

Each tine a person d3.3closes kinself

to another, he makes an assessment of the ilsk involved.

First he

imist

weigh the proUibility that the receiver vill understand what ho is about
to say,

Sccoridly, he must consider the possible range of responses that

he expects fron the receiver.
crucial

^.s

Each of these assessments becomes more

the disclosure increases in intensity.

to variations in intensity

ir.ay

be

a) nature of content,

content has been previously denied or hidden,
d) other contextual considerations,

Factors that contribute
b) v/hether the

c) timing of the disclosure,

Culbert (I968) has forwarded, the

follcvring descriptive forrinila to account for variations in risk,

Risk

«=

f
"

Int ensity
Pr( expected reaction
X
will occur)
understand)

Pr( receiver will

of the equation
Unexpected entries in either variable in the denominator

will increase risk.
exists.

Since no person is

lOC;^

predicUblo, risk always

Obviously, under conditions of Rogeri?r. therapy - unccjidltioricTl

positive regard, accurate

cwji^.^j.iy

- risk shadld dininish (Rosers, 1959).

If the above formla is correct, longer acquainf^^iice should lead to

better

pre<j.ici.ability of

receiver behavior, thus lowering risk.

At

high levels of intensity, risk also becomes higher since such inforiration
holds greater potential harm if niisused.

Intimacy cannot occui' if idsk

reiuaino high or if there is a certainty of negative reaction by the

r0ce5.ver.

Because disclosing one's self to another involves rick, most people

adopt a conservative strategy of self -revelation

order to protect

3.n

This strategy irr/olves taking ricks only to tho extsnt

themselves.

the other risks his psychological safety.

In other woixiSj dyad members

who seek grovrth of intimacy trade risky disclosures.
disclosure would become more and

moi'e

tliat

Each member's

intense as he felt he could damage

the other as mich as he himself could be dainsged; and/ or as he felt that

the other had camnittod himself to the raD^tionsW.p via risky disclosing.

Such a strategy of disclosing beconos institationali7:ed as a
reciprc<jity.

'

Jourrird. (196J^) has,

norr^ of

in fact, hypothesized that self -disclosure

correlates in a curvilinear' fashion to healthy adjustment; i.e. violations
of reciprocity thraagh too little or too onach disclosure seem symptomatic

of disturbance.

Thus adherence to a norm of reciprocity ^/ithin the process

of intimacy development has beca'ie a standard by which

scsne

investigators

Pleasure ps^-chological adjustrnent.

In process tenns, two individuals develop intimacy via exchanging

information about themselves in a particiaar way.
issue from roany modalities:

This iiiforroation

riay

words, gestsires, a^ert actions, etc.

leads to a
Reciprocity in risking each's psj^chological safety gradually

increased risks, by
committnont to the relationship illustrated by tnJ^ing

12

trastirig tlio other not t6 misuGo iitromation offered, s^nd

on the relationship for socurity.

security identify

tlie

b;/

dorxjndijig

The truijt, corcnittrient, and feeUng of

presence of idgher

intir.iacy levels.

RSVia</ or oLXECTLD lj.t£r-\ti;re

Relatively little research has fcxriGed on development of
Althouf^h thoro ±3 a
ther^^-py,

Si.iall bed;,'

j.ntiTnacy.

of knawledge on intiriacy grcvith in psycho-

limited to studies pertinent to frie/xiship

thiti rftview is

developm.ent in the dyad.

Since one purpose of the present investigation

is to examine the relrationchip beti'/cen constructs of psycholqijical

closeness
>rlll

ai^d ph'/sical

closeness (praTinity)

bo included in this review.

,

research on both constructs

Specific ai'eas covered are the social

penetration process (i,e, intimacy devolopwent) , self -disclosure (a verlxil
index of intiriacy), and personal, space (a non-verbal index of intimacy).

Accorc'lng to Altr.an and Ta^ylor,
Scjial. penf^tration refers to the dynajnic, temporal changing
ccrrplex of intci'-pc>rsoiv:t.l events whicyi occur in the course of
dcvolcp-;ent of an intcrpersona?. relationship.
These events involve
c\'ert interactioiid of a cc^nitaye, affective ar*d behavioral t:;pe
vhich vaiy in pro-parties of reciprocity, quantity! (breadth) and
quality (depth).
(Altnan and Tnylor, I968, p. 2)

The most frequently studied aspect of social penetration
inforriiation e>:cha>i2e (i.e.

the breadth

a:id

T^ratua^.

self-disclosure).

depth variables mentioned

actual discloEuro,

abcr/e

scot^.s

to be

Within this exchsjise,

function as measures of

Depth or intensity of self -disclosi, ire refers to

degree of exposure of core or inti'aate areas of the person.:<lity,

tiio

Breadih

-disclosure may be measurea in several ways (Altnan and

or extcnsity of

cs!lJ!'

Taylor, 1963):

1) nurnber of topics about self disclosed,

dicclosod witlnn topic area, and

2) amount of self

3) pinount of time devoted to disclosing.

Both intensity and extonsity of disclosure operate in self -disclosure.
Reciprocal self -disclosure appears to be one ot the nost iriportant parameter
in the social j)enetration process.

Taylor's (I968) naturalistic study of the social penetration
process
among college rooromates indicated

tliat:

Mutual activities and solf-^sclosure both increased over time, and
nonintimate or superficial exchanges of activities and information
about the self occurred to a greater extent than intimate ones.
Furthermore, dyads cor.iposed of hJ.gh~revealero engaged in a significantly greater amount of exchange than dyads composed of low
revealers. This la.tter difference was greater in intimate areas of
exchange than in nonintimate ones, (Taylor, 1968, p. 89,)
Thus both breadth and depth of self -disclosure increased over time for
all dyads; and depth increased most m.ai'kedly for high self-revoalers.

This naturalistic process has been found to be affected

\3y

variable

of situation, individual difference, and reward/cost balance (Altman and
Tayl.or, I968),

Situations of increasing intimacy may or may not elicit

increasing amounts of self -disclosure
the actors.

,

depending on the compatability of

For example, incompatable dyads may reduce their self-

disclosure (Frankfurt, 19^5) or they m^y grow to di.slike each other whil
continuing to disclose (Altman and Hay thorn, I965).

Situational variabl

as studied thus far, seem less potent than other variables.

Individual differences in tendency to disclose seem to affect the
parameters of the social penetration process.

As Taylor (19^8) found,

dyads with h.igh scores on the Jourard Self -Disclosure Questionnaire
revealed at more intimate levels than did dyads with low scores.
analysis of data from a previous study (Taylor,
1969) (cited in

AltJiian

AltjJian

A re-

and Scrrentino,

and Taylor, I968) shovred that although reward/cost

continfrencies (i.e. programmed approval or disapproval) affected the

overall out.come of self -disclosure, differing individual styles of

disclosure still were evident.

Thus individual differences in tendency

towai^ self -disclosure and in styles of actual disclosure seem to affect
the social penetration process.
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Thi3 re'..-ard/cost

b?Jance cecms to bo the most pottnt factor in tho

social penetration process.

A nor-m of reciprocity seems to exist in

socipl exchanges.

That is, people expect others to reciprocate their

actions,

this nora

Hoijc-ver,

ra?y

be ignorfcd, thereby increasing the costs

for a person who risks talking the initial step.

In a naturalistic

observation TniJLT et.al (I968) fcand that therapy group members responded
to differential levels of therapist

warr-ith,

enpathy and genuineness

(rewards) by corresponding degrees of self -exploration (self -disclosure).

Such results have also been found in lab studies of tho social penetration
process.

For example, self -disclosure increased as rewaixls were forth-

caning and decreased when revrards stoppsd

(Frs-nicf art,

1965; Taylor,

Altman, and SciTent5no,i969),

In addition, increased sclf-disclos-ure by one dyad member seems to

increase disclosure by th© other.

In experiments both with

tv:o

naive

subjects (Jooraixi and Rosnick, 1970) and with one naive subject and
one or more cxporijnentors (Chittick and

Himelstein, 196?; Powell, I968;

Jourard and Jaffe, 1970), dyads achieved higher levels of disclosure when
one member revealed

hjj.-iself ,

Even persons with

la-; revcal5jig

tendencies

responded. with increased disclosure (Jc^irard and Jaffe, 1970),

Self-

disclosure by one dyad member seemingly reduces the costs involved for
the other member's disclosure.

To summarize, the social pcnotration process is the gradual
development of an interpersonal relationship through reciprocal behaviors the most important of which seems to be self -disclosure,

Tho reward/cost

balance seems to be a strong factor influencing behavior exchange.

.

Situational factors and persona].ity characteristics also play a part,
social penetration process is

».

Tho

more specific formulation of how, and under

what conditions, interpersonal, relationships becomt more intimate.
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S gjjVp i scl o-'?Tire

Self-zJiscloyure w:d social acccstdbility

l-iave

usually been defined as

similar constro.cts; the oirrorance botwecn the two ia that social
ftccessability is

tv

personftl .'ittribitc (i»2. viDJir.gness to enter into

relationshipc), while solf-disclos-aro is a behavioral index of that
attribute.

A person may be extrnxnaly op«n to devclopmftnt of relationships

but may not self -disclose

biacaiifia

of inappropriate n«sr of setting or

negative priyoffs for disclosing.

Two studies on social accessibility (Rickers-Qvsianskin?., 1956;
Rickcrs-Ovcicmi^kina and Kusrdin, 1958) have helped to clarify tho

conceptual orientation urdcrlyins thAs constrv\ct,Hovrover,

rcoot «rr.p3.rical

recttr.rch

has been dono en self-4i3closur« as ©porationalizcd by Jourard

(Jcurard

nrid

Lackcw, 1958 )•

Thus

tlio

follovdnij parsgr^Jphs vill use

Rickorc-Ovsianykina as n conceptual base for self -disclosure and then
cxzjainc existing research using this constr^act.

Using the Leviin topological approach, Rickers-Ovsianskina
eecial accessibility into a personal space model.

defined as "a person's readiness to enter into
environment

(195^-)

c^t

Social accesfibility was

ccrsjiiunication

with his

(Rickers-O/sianskina and Kusmin, 1958, p. 391)." However, the

tcrjns "person" and "environment" assume a subjective chr'j'acter.

Lewin (1951) states:

As

"The gi^eater distance between the central layers of

the ego ar^ tho psycliolcgical environment involves a greater independence,

or at least a less direct interdcpemcnce betvreon these areas of life
space, namely the psych olo,f!;ical uereon and the psychological erwironnien t
(p, 10?, itjJ-ics nj.ne),"

Analogous to

phj'-sical space,

psychological

space prccesGss involve a balance between protective forces - "the

contractive need to protect vulnerable areas of the personality (RickersOvsio-nskina and Kusmin, 1958, p. ^03)."

Thus disclosing details about
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one's tolS

iis^y ht.

thought of as "yielding ground" or letting another

person penetrate to a deeper

are?, of self.

Although self-disclor^urc as mcy^ured by the Jouraixi Sclf-Dicclosure
Questionnaire (JSDQ) (Jourard ar^ Laskovr, 1958) achieves adequate split-

half

a.nd

test-retest reliability, its validity has

questioned.,

soiaetiraes

been

Ar.cunt cf disclosure on the self-dicclcsure questionnaires

did not correlate with peer nominations of disclosure in groups (Hurley
and Hurley, 1969; Hii-ielstein and Lubiri, 1965; V^cigcl and Wamath, 1968),

nor with grcjp trainer ratings of disclosure (Hurley and Hurley, 1969;

Lubin and Kan-ison, 1964; Weigel and Warnath, 1968),

In addition, it

did not correlate vrith disclosure during classrooa intrc<luctions
(Himelstein
the

f2'IPI

a.nd

Kimbrough, 1968),or with def ensiveness as measured by

K scale (H5.Melstoin snd Lubin, 1966),

Seme positive validity

studies found JSDQ revelation related to amount of Rorschach disclosuro
(Jourard, 1961c), to staff ratings of student nurses" abD.lity to relate

to others (vcurard, 196ld),

ssid

to actual elicited disclosure of college

students (Pederssn and Breglio, 1968),

Using the multi-trait, multi-resthod matrix approach to construct
validity, Pe.icrson and Higbes (1968a) demonstrated both convergent and

discriminate validity for self -disclosure using the social accessability
scale and the 60 item ssd 25 item JSDQ scales
Jou.rard, 196la),

(Jcur?j:\i

and Laskow, 1958;

Although validation research has yielded mixed results,

the balancii seems to favor positive validity on the basis of more

sophictioatcd research efforts (Pedorsen and Breglie, 1968a; Pedersen and
Higbee, 1968a),

Self -disclosure appears to be on a continuum from peidpheral, non-

intimate facts about self to central, deeply intimate items.

The JSDQ

scale reflects a r«aa.t3.vely stable hierarchy of areas ©f self
whi.ch

differ in accessibility to others (Jairard and Laskcw,
1958).
have scaled a pool of

Altraari (I966)

it',:;i3

Tpylor and

from JSDQ and other seurces

accort31ng to an eleven point equaa-appearing-inter^/al methodp

Thus the

contimam of intimacy has an operational base.
Sex and age seem to affect levels and pa.ttems of self-disclesuro.

An integration of findings from several studies indicates that disclosure
increases with age up to about the fifties and then drops off (Jcurard,
1961a; Rickers-Qvsianski.na, 1956; Pdvenbark, 196? ).

Srjne

sex friends

usually receive more disclosure than opposite sex friends until iwa'riage,
at which point spouse receives much more than either p»arents or frierds
(Jourard and Laskcj, I958; Shs.piro
secTtt

to disclose more than

r:al.es

ar^d

Swensen, I969).

Overall,

(Himelstein and Lubin, I966;

feB:?J.es

Jcn.irr.rd,

1958; Jour.iixi and Laskow, 1953; Jourai-'d and Richnan, I963; Pedcrsen

Higbee, 1968b; Pcdersen and Brcglio, 1968b),

However

^

and.

Rickers-OvsiajiL^kina

and Kusmin (1958) found males slightly nore socially accessible than
females, and Flog (1965)

fc'.ind

no differences betv/ecn the sexes on his

Thus s^e

sccttis

to be a relatively uncomplicated factor,

questionnaire.

while sex is a less clearly defined factor affecting levels and pa.tterns o
self -disclosure.

Self-disclosure patterns seem to vaiy according to ailtural

differences.

and American
1961c),

Americans self -disclose more than Geriaans (Plog, 1956),
fenia3.es

self-disclose more than British femsles (Joiirard,

Mclikian (1962) four^ different patterns of self -disclosure

among students frcra nine different Jliddle East countries.

In a study of

religious differences (Jonrard, 196lb), Jews, a subculture as

wen

as a

religious denomination, disclos?;d more thin several undifferentiated
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Chrictian dencminaticns.

Levels

sjid

patterns of self-dicclosixre appear

to be learned via soci?J.iKation and sjijculturation.
Research on personality and attitude correlates of self -disclosure
has started to appear only recently.

Hi^h self -disclosers as opposed to

low self-disclosers seem to be less authoritarian, more integratively
complex, and mere selectively attentive to "person- oriented" cues of the
environnientCTuckman, I966; Halverson and Shore, I969; Taylor and

Oberlander, I969).

Social extroverts, as rdght be expiicted, disclose

more than do introverts (Mullaney, 1964; Shapiro, I968).

Self-estecra

or self "Concept seems to be linearly related to amount of self«<lisclosure
(Vosen, 1966; Thomas, I968; Shapiro. I968).

The relationship of self -disclosure to mental il3.ness remains

unclear,

Stanley and Bownes (I966) found no relationship between self-

disclos^.ire and hsuroticism,

Shapiro (I968) and Mayo (I968) linked laf

Pedersen and Breglio (1968b) found

self-disclosure with neuroticism*

cmotiona].ly unstable males to be higher self -disclosers.

Further research

in this area must also focus on age, sex, and setting differences as they
relate to the personality of self -disclosers.
The final, bat most important, variable in self -disclosure is

"social distance" (Fitzgerald, I963); that io, the relationship of the

discloser to the target person.

Amount of self-dis closure relates

directly to the target person's social distance.

may be a deceptive construct.

However, social distance

For some it means attraction (Query, 1964);

for others, degree of liking (Jourard, 1959; Fitzgerald, I963); perceived

nurturance (Doster and Stricklard, 1969); or amount of knowledge of the
other (Jourard, 1959; Jourard

ai-d

Landsman, I960; Jourard and Richmaji, I963).

Because social distance as it has been used implies an intrapcrsonal state
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of affairs that reflects the perception
of an intSB^rsonal relationship

the riore acc^jr-ate tenn "psi/chological distance"
will bo used in place of

"social distance."

Just as sll persons are not equally close,
self-

disclosure does not ocoir equally to all target
persons.

"There is a

functional relationship between extent of accessibility
and position of
the inquirer ±n Uie respondent's life space
(Rickers-Ovsianskina, I956,
p, 292)."

As pre^^iously mentioned, patteras of differential self-dis~

closure to a series of target persons differ between sexes,
change with
matuidty, and relate to cultui*al factors.

When aspects of Urget persons

«re considered, "closeness" seems to be the one indispensible
factor in
the relationship betvreen persons

wuch (Pedersen and Higbea. 1968b).

t?-rget43

to whom they self-dlsclos?.

In spacial terms, a person lets onother

come close through self-disclosing only when he judges that the other can

be counted cn to maintaiji an acceptable level of gratification in
to possible hurt (Rickers-Ovsianskina and

Kv.sra.in,

re3.?,tion

1958),

Reciprocal self -disclosure has been suggested as the process by

which people gradually reduce the sc-cial distance between them.

Severp.!

studies (Jcurard and Landsman, I96O; Joarard and Richman, I963) ir/iieate

that imput and output of self -disclosure correlate higlily.

That is, a

person d5.scloses himself to another to the extent that the other reciprocates
disclosure.

Since relationships can and do

at virtually all

contin'jie

levels of intimacy, stabilization of a relationship may therefore occur
at any levsl through mutual agreement.

Some obsei^ational data seem to support the hypothesis that violation
of the noraativo rate of exchange (i.e, disclosing of self too quickly or

too

slo-^ily)

results in termination or distantiation

Fitzgerald, 1963).

(

Joarard, 1959, 196^;

Thus it see;ns that a shared rate in reducing psychological
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distance

nrast

bo maintained

iii

order to insure further development of the

relationship.

To

sunraiarize,

social accescibility

important factors in human relations.

aM

self -disclosure appear to be

Aside frcan soao methcdological

problems in operationalizing these concepts, the concepts themselves

seem to have adequate construct validity,

?M

seem to fit well into a

broader nomological net (Holverson and Shore, I969).

Patterns

arvd

levels

of self -disclosure seem to be learned via socialization in a given

culture,

VJithin-culture differences in individual tendencies tov^aid self-

disclosure appear to be sensitive to personality differences,

V/ithin-

culture differences in disclosure also occur as a function of age sxd sex.
However, psychological distance or felt relationship between the disclcscr

and the tai*get psrson appears to be the most powerful influence on selfdisclosure*

Psychological distance seems also to determnaCajid be deterrcine<i bjO

mutual self -disclosure (Jourard and Landsman, I96O),

According to a

Levinian topological model, psychological distance is reduced only when
each member can maintain an acceptable reward/cost level.

Some non-

experimental evidence indicates that violations of social distance noms

because of too great or too little self -disclosure produce termination of
the relationship.

Thus one human's accessibility to another's psychological

being depends on the other's self -disclosure.

Whether or not the other

self -discloses depends to a large degree upon the existing psychological

distance between them.
psychological distance.
of psychological

be reduced.

Self -disclosure, however, may reduce the existing
Therefore, self -disclosure can serve as an index

disUnce and as a wedium through which the distance may
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Fersonal Spg.ce
In recent years there has been an increasing interest in

crgsnizir^ constract in percepticn ?ad action.

AniivLal st^Jidics

(1955) dccuincnt specific sp£^Gial. baandiirics beyord vliich

let another organism pass without taking action,

bdindaiy dist^'uiccs are:

spi-.ce

cry

aiiiirxals

as an

Hedigcr
csjinot

Speci-fically these

flight distsnce - the point at which the aninal

flees; social distance - the average distance maintained bsfe-recn

sjisie

species animals; and ir^dividual distance - an attack distance within which

even same species animals receive active rejection,
noting

SG-Tiewhat

distajices in

sinilar spacial behavior in humans,

huraaji

Hsll. (1959, 1963, 1965),
cajitlinad

a series of

iiiteraction within which specific non-verbal cues tended

to differentially predoiidnate.

Hall lists these regions:

the public

region (beycnd 12 feet) with vision and voice Ic.idness the primary cues;
Bocialc-consultative region

(^iS-l^i-

inches) with posture, sex identifiers,

and body orientation coriing into play; casual-personoJ. region (18~^ inchr:s)

with body heat, cdor and kinesthetic cues becoming

raore ir,iportant;

and

finally the intiinate region (0-18 inches) vrherc vision cues decrease and
touch, olfaction, and heat reception predom5.nate,

A recent article by

Mphrabian (I969) reviews mich of the research on prexenic cues.

Thus

proKemic cuss are of critical importance throughout the phylcgenetic scale.
In addition to research focusing on proxcndc cues, two types of human

experimentation have been conducted >/ith distance
type utilized stijmili that wei'e arranged

"by

a variable.

The first

the subject as observer.

Subjects' arrp^geiaents of various ccnbinaticns of cloth figures - cen,

women, children, aninals and inaniriate objects - followed reliable "social

scheraU"

ba-sed on distance (Kiiethe, 1962a, 1962b, I96A.),

Little's (1965)

task
subjects responded to both a projective, figure-placement task ard a
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wliich requ5.red arr?.ngftraeiit of livo r.iGdcls in different

with different

iinag5.ned rolationtOiips

imgined eettipgs

between the fi^ai'es sxd models o

In

both tasks, the interaction distances subjects arranged for their
respective cardboard or livo figures

vere strongly affected

Irj-

sti*iking]y siroilai-.

-vrere

Distances

degree of acqusdntance and ncdcratoly affected

by the setting of the imaginsjy int,eraction.

Moreover, placement of figures

in varying degrees of acquaintance (Stranger, Acquaintance, and Best
Friend) showed a direct correspondence to increasingly close proxemc

regions defLned hy Hall (I965).

Finally, a projective stud^^ acts as a

precursor of "real interaction" studies

Using a projective uiagnet board,
their subjects to

"shcsv'

significant others.

vrliich

Gottlrieil,

will be described in a nonent.

Corey, and Paredes (I968) asked

how close" they felt to a representation of certain

The distance to the last significant other, "the

inteivie^rer," on the board was sigiiificantly coii-elatfAi >rith the

nose-to-nose distance betvrcen subject and interviewer.
indicate a strong tendency for
organiJihg

brjiians

acti?.al

The abo\'e studies

to use physical distance as a way of

their perceptions abC'Ut sccial. interact! cn^

tended to perceive a personal space surrcunding people

Tliat is,

they

t^iat deteniojies

hew

interaction shall be spacially organized.
I

The second type of personal space experimentation utilizes real

interaction in lab or field situations,

Samnier conducted a series of

studies (1959, 1961, 1962) concern?^ with the tffect of distance ©n seating
arrangernents.

two variables:

After an initial natui-aJListic observation,

SoTBiier iiiaidpal.ated

the availability of specific seating arrangercents , and

the side-to~side and face-to-^-face di.stances within those arr^Jigements,

His

findings indicate a prefci^nce for facc-to-face interaction, a specific

minimal distance for a

cor^f ortable

conversation, typical spacial. arrojigenents

2k

of group meiiibers vis a vis groap leaders, ani a distortion of norm*!

pcrconal splice relations

tjy

sctiizopkrenics,

A study of men in isolated

dyads indicated the developsnent of territorial behaviors whose intensity

varied with personality trait ccapatability (Altrnan and Haythorn, I967).

Willis (1966) fouTxl

tliat the

initial speaking distance one person

assiiir.ed

in relation to another varied accordi.ng to the speaker's sex and his
relationship to the other.

Specif icaTly, speakers stood closer to women

than to men, fii-ends stood closer than acquaintances, and acquaintances
closer than strajngers,

Mehrabian's (I969)

revie-vr

of the literature suggests that distance

Studies

betvreen ccniriianicators indicates attitude and status relationships.

by Argyle and Dean (I965) and Fischer (1968) indicate a possible interaction betifeen phjrsical praxirtdty and eye conta.ct.

PsycholcsicaBy close

dyads retained more eye contact when physicaj.ly close than did psychologic^n^r

distant dyads.

In st^idies by Horowitz, Duff and Stratton (196^)

and

by
Kinzel (I969), exact representations of persoiial space were mapped
prison
having norinals and sckizophrenics, or violent and non-violent
or person.
convicts assume a comfortable distance from a given object

The

intruded upon withcat
area into which a person could not intrude or be
zone - a direct analog of
feeling disccrif ort was labeled the bcdy buffer
"intimate" distance.
Hediger's "individual" distance and of Hall's

It

buffer zone than did normals,
was found that schizophrenics had a larger
prisoners had larger total buffer
and violent; as opposed to non-^n.olcnt,

in the
zones that were also significantly la:r^er

b.x.k.

Therefore personal

and well document^^d coicept.
space seems to be a pa^erful. pervasive,

Bec^se it has
attention

r-rust

study, special
relevcJice to the design of the present

Scmner (1966) widch
be given to a study ly Feline 'and
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experimentally tested Hall's (1959, 1965) observations tCbvoX
invasions of
intimate personal space.

Usdjn^ i.icntal patients in one case and college

students In another; experianenters vaided the distance at which
they sat

from another person in a natoal sotting.

Their resists confirmed the

hypothesis that hunans too will flee if intruded upon too closely.

In

dealing tdth the tension in the situation, subjects used various devices

to cope with the experiifienter's proxLmty.
hallucinations

)oy

Vfays of accoraod.ation

riental patients, ard constraction of

included

banders using

either materials (e.£. books) or tha bcdy (e,£, turning of the b?xk.)

body barriers were siinilar to

bai'riei's

These

described by Birdwhistle (1952).

'vtoen

these barriers proved insufficient, flight occuirred.

To surcmarize, it seems as though human feelings regaixiing personal
space influence social interaction.

Although hono sapiens' personal space

behavior closely resembles that of lower animals, it is overlayed by
cultural learning (Vfatscn, 1968),

The setting in which an interaction

occurs; for exanple7 seems to change the parar.ieters cf acceptable distance

behaviors,

Ho-.-rever7

the most powerful influence seems to be the relation-

That

ship bet^Teen the persons involved.

is,"

a person who fills a certain

essential role or is kna-m to dispense positive reinf orcenents may approach

closer than a person whose rcirif orceiaent capacity is unloiotm or largely
negative.

An int-eraction may cause discomfort or be terminated ccmpletelj'

if persons move too close or stay too far away.

Thus it ssems th^t distance

behavior detomdnes and is determined by the relationship betvreen the
actoro.

Both perception and behavior seem to be autc^aatically organized

according to distance parametei's.
as we treat sex.

It is there but

Personal spacc7 then,

been taken for

appca.i's

grajiited.;

As Hall states:
vre

"We treat space somewhat

don't talk about it (1959)."

to be a vciy bcisic variable which has almost

yet it is a tatigible; easily manipulated aspect of
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interaction that suggests fmltful avemier, for research.
H7/^)0th05iGS

A major parpose of
disclosure erapirically.

t}iis rjivestigation

is to chart str^/cegies of self.,

A sacond major purpose is to ascertain wh^-ther

penetration in psychological space has cori'slates

iji

physical space.

To

accomplish the above, several social penetration situations, bCvSed on
personal space encounters,

wiH

strategies of self-disclosure.

be constructed to represent different
To each of

tlriese

a siUiation alleging for physical penetration.

situations will bo appended

The caabination of the above

leads to certaiji derivable hypotheses:
A,

Invasion of one dyad rienber's psychological space via the other's

excessively deep se3i^-disciosure will increase psycholc>gical distance j
furthennore

thj.s d3.stantiation wil3.

also be reflected in the personal space

tneasu.ro,

B,

Consistent, excessively shallot? depth of self-disclosrire by one

dyad member will res^Jlt in \drtual non~contact between the dyad

mei-ibers;

thus the psychological distsjnce "wiH increase; and therefore the personal
space measui'o
C,

wlU

slso increase over the control situation,

A consistent but mcderate dispaidty in the direction of deeper

eelf-disclos~ure by one dyad meriber v/ill cause the other member to i-^ciprocate,

thereby

reducirii!;

space neasure in
D,

the psychologicsQ, distance and also red.uc5jig the personal
cc5»ip?j»ison

with the contro3, situation.

Levels of self -disclosure of one member that consistently

correspond to the disclosure level of the other

wiH

result in movcKient

to different disclcw.re dd-pths only via the other's initiation; thersfore
pliysical distance id.ll be a reflection of other's previous tendencies

toward self -disclosure.

2?

One expectation not cast into j?pecific Vpothesis f ora is
that
crabjects v;ilL feel tension in the Intrusion

Thorefore they will
distance.

taJce

action to

sjid

Non-contact situations,

?x:co;,iodstc thonisolves

Observation of developraer.tal tendencies

cane jjidication cf such acccmcdative attempts*

o^;er

to ths other's

trials should

gi-

METHOD

§BlijesM -

subjects >iere 60 laalo undergraduates enrolled in Psychology

101 at the University of M?^s?.chuDetts whose participation fullfiled a
ccurse requirement.

Instruments - The Jourard Self -Disclosure Questionnaire (25 iten
version JSDQ-25) was adrcinistsred to all subjects in order to monitor
tendencies

for self -revealing (see Appendjjc I).

Controlled Disclosure Stimuli (CDS) were based ©n self -disclosure
scaled for level of inticiacy by Taylor and Alti^an (1966).

Two

forr?,s

iteras

cf

this instiMsient were compiled:
,

CDS-I.- Controlled Disclosure Stimuli-Items consisted of 20 lists of 10

items per list (see Appendix II),
iteias is

Level of intimacy of self -disclosure

indicated via a 100 point scale (10Q=extrcnely intimate, 0,0=

cxtrencly non-intimate).

The 100 point scale is an integer, pcrcent^^e

conversion of an 11 point equal- appearing -interval intimacy scale used
Tayloi* 2-nd Altman (1966).

try

The intimacy level of these items v/ere criginal3y

judged by naj.e college students.

Therefore levels given in Altmsji and

Taylor seemed applicable to the present ssinple as well.
interquartile ranges (Q values) of less

tlian

4,00 were included

pool from which the CDS-I lists were constructed.
judged level for each item was small.

Only items vdth
in the

Thus variation of

All topic areas except Biographical

Chai^acteristics were included in the pool.

Topic areas included were

Religion; Own Marriage and Fsjnily; Love, Dating, Sex; Parental Faiuily;

Physical Cor^dition and Appearance; Money and Property; Government and Politics; Emotions and Feelings; Interests, Hobbies, Habits; Relationships with

Other People; Personal Attitudes; School and Work,
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Ten levels of

irxtiriacy

were definede

These were zero's (0-9), 10 's

(10-19). 20's (20-29), 30's (30-39). ^^O's {kOJ^S), 50'c
(50-^9). 60«s

(60-69), 70's (70-79), 80's (80^89).

aiid

90«s (90-99).

each of the 10 levels was included ©n each list.

One item frctn

For each level,

inclusion of any ite^ on a list was determined randomly from items available

in the pool.

6H

The order of levels on each list was arranged so that over

lists no particular level of iteia appeared at any ordinjil position

(i,e, 1 to 10) more than twice.

This was done to eliminate position bias.

Each item's level of intiraacy appeared immediately before it.
For each subject, the lists were presented in one of three random
©rders.

The orders were counterbalanced over groups.

contains a list of the three different orders.

Appendix III

This was done in

©mcr

to

avoid artifactii?!. changes in disclosure due to list positioning,
..QOS~D - Controlled Disclosure Stircali-Disclosures consisted of an actual

disclosure for each of the CDS-I items (see Appendix IV for samples of
this instiniBient),

The f-ctual

d-^

sclosures averag^ 27.2 seconds in

duration and 4.0 seconds in latency.

Appendix V sho^s that mean durations

for all levels were not significsjitly different.

The set of 200 disclosures,

based on the experimenter's expevdences, were represent5,tivc of a college
sophomore at the University of Massachusetts,

The appropriate CDS-D was

read for each trial coiaplete with pauses and verbal miscues.
Apparatu s „ Appendix VI shows a schematic representation of the apparatus
used.

This apparatus elininated non-verbal interaction, tkis keeping self-

disclosure and proxercic tasks

frcsa

communication system (signal lights

becoming confounded.
stnd

Also, the

tones) facilitated ali-emation of

disclosure rather than simultaneous conversation.
The CDS-I were placed in proper order face down in a shallow open
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box.

Each list was numbered on the

sample list was also in

tliis

b.^ck tc pi'esarve the sequence.

The

box, face up.

Procedure - A subject and the confederate were escorted from a nearby-

waiting room into the cubicles.

They were then instrcicted to put on a

set of headphones and to listen to the following insti-ucticns:

Both of you have been asked to come here today to participate
in a session that is concerned with hc.-i people get acquainted.
There are tfjo parts to this session. Ihiring the fir&t part each
of you will remain in a separate cubicle ar^d comrianicate by means of
a microphone and headset.
This might be considered a conversation bet^^een tvjo people who
would like to get to know each other, VJhen people get acquai.nted,
they Evrap information about themselves. Both of you will use a
series of lists like the sau-iiple on your left. On each list vrill be
a number of items which have to do with some part of livj.ng or of
your personality. As you can see, some items deal -irith more
personal areas of life than do others. The numbers in parentheses
in front of the items indicate how "personal" or "intimate" the
items have been judged to be by other students. Zero ind3.cat*;*s the
least personal topic, 100 the m.ost personal. From each list, first
one, then the other of you wi.ll choose one item you fee], that you
Then you will actually
wou3.d like to elaborate on for your partner.
tell yoar partner abc^at that asprict of yourself.
you at
The communication system is set up so that onlj' one of
on Ixke
go
will
a time can speak. The bell and light in front cf you
you
bell, operated by confederate) when
this (pause for light
light is an off
can be heard liy vour partner. The switch below the
completed your
have
you
when
signal
to
switch which ycA should press
When
circuit.
the
off
turn
to
no.'
part of an exchaiige. Push it
necessary.
is
feel
you
as
time
much
you make ycur statements, take as
switch below the ooght.
Signal when you have finished by pushing the
list until ycur
new
a
take
as you have just done. Please do not
from the old list.
himself
partner finishes telling something about
that will te
procedure
Hau as a warm-up. let's go through the
on the
paper
The
used while the two of you become acquainted.
identifying
leLter
the
and
light bo:: gives a sequence to lx= followed
take the
First,
Appendix YII).
vo^ as partner A or pai-tner B (see
pile in the box on yfj^
^;
*sa.tple Ust off the tcp of the
to
feel that you wcold like to
you
list
choose one item from the
of
i^bcr
tne
light goes on rea^
vo^r pai^hier about. Third, when ycur
item itself.
tS it^^riho level of the'item. andof the
In actual trials
clothing,"
yo^ would read, "number 1. 8. size
of yourself indicat^
wSl then tell your partner about that part
light goes on please o^st read
in the iten. For this time, when your
right haM comer of your sample
Se di'it cede number in the upper
are done, just as you ^^^^fi^^^'S
list. Depress the svritch after you
A please re.d his nu^^^^f xrst
Se Ictaaa experiment. Will partner
B (subject). Rertembei to
(partner A is confederate). Now partner

IZ

f

youL arid

.

,
,
your parcnor
have used a 15.st, pla.ce that list on the top of
your
cubicle. Finally, repeat tho above; sequence,
ThiG procsdvorc viH be repeated a number of times. Although
l-iTi-ated to the listed tcpics. please try
to beloave naturally; that
is, behave
you. >7oald in sach a conversation vith a fellow
student
you have just wet on c^jipis,
I >rill explain the second part of the session more fully
later.
For nc'.T ycu should knc^ that yea will meet eexili other in a face-to-face
interaction in the second part.
New I vill leave the roGTi, I will be controU/iri^ the co-iinamicaUon
system, that is the lights and the bells, from the other rocra, I
^'ole to heai' what you say to each other.
112^.
Your statements
will be tape rccoz^ied for later reference. They will be identiiiod
only by the code nui.iber you just read into the recorder. Thus
whatever you say will be confidential and anonymous to everyone
except your partner?
Do you have ai^ questions?
Okay, Put the sample list that you have already mai'ked on top
of your cubicle, and begin the sequence with list one. The stsTting
partner win be alternated for er.x;h List, so win partner B please
start as soon as his light goes on, (Expexrimcnter leaves the room).
,

^

The temporal sequence of events in the procedure were as

follo^^^s:

1) short tone, spesk light goes on for subject (coiu'ederate controls

lights and bells),

2) subject discloses,

(short torie^ light
CDS J},

gc-^s off),

4) 3 to

if

3) subject pushes off button

second delay to choose appropriate

5) CDS-D givsn witli tone before and after,

to switch lists,

"die

6) 5 to 7 second delay-

7) sequence is repeated with confederate disclosing first

on ev6n nurabered lists » subject disclosing first on cdd numbered lists.

Level of item, time per disclosure and latency (i^. time between
onset of light

£iid

tone rjd start of disclosure) were recorded for each

exchange.

The depth of CDS«D subjects received depended on their placement
into one of fear groups.

Order ©f subject placement was counterbalanced.

The group treatments are desciTitjed below:
A,

Intnj.sive situation group - Except for exchanges 1 to 3 (levels

range of intimacy;
60, 70, 70), CDS-D consistently in the upper ZOfj of the

that is, items scaled 80 to 100.
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B.
7Si%

Non-contact situation grcup ~ CDSJ) consist^mtl^ in
the lower

of ths range of intimcyj tltat is, items scaled 0
to 20,
C.

subject's

Stsp~up situation grcaip ^
cr.7n

CDS-..D

conaistf.ntly at arc levels above

level of disclosure (i.e. approximately 20 points higher).

The

ceiling level was the IntruGive item on each list,
D.

Congruent situation grcap (active control group) ~ On trials in

which subject disclosed first, CDS-D was altermtely either one level above
or ons level below subject's disclcsure.

When confederate disclosed first,

he disclosed on the new list at the level identical to subject's disclosure
on the previous

li.st.

In other words, the confederate's strategy of

disclosure fcU.ovred the s-abjcct's stratt^gy.
Only in Intrasive and Non-contact (and rarely in Step»up) did the

confederate choose

ttic.

sajrcjs

extreme levels chosen by

item as

!i?abjects

d:..d

the subject.

In these conditions

forced even more extrens levels ly the

confederate until the limting item

vras

reached (i.e. level 90 or aero,

respectively).

Finally, a fifth graip - Non-active control grcjip - was

inin.

This

group did not go thrcagh the first part of the experiment, but took the
JSDQ~25 and served as a control grcip for bcdy buffer zone measurements in
male college students.

After 20 exchanges in the disclosujre strategy groups, the experimenter
re-entered the room and gave the folloiTing instructions,

A slightly

modj.fied version was also re?d for the Non-active control group.

Okay, Nofrx we're ready to start the second part of the experiment.
Soon we will go into the other room. Once there, one of you will be
asked to stand stationary on a designated line. The other will walk
We are interested in finding the distance between
slcr.Tly tcward him.
you which seems most comfortable. During this part of the cxperisusnt,
please do not talk to each other iml.css you are asked to do so.

large
At this point subject and confederate were escorted into a

)
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rocnz {15

feet

V

18 feot)*

Tho .follaring instructions were given to all

(to confederate) Vlill ycii please stand here (at zero end. of tape
aeasure)?
(to subject) tlm yea stand h^r^i (12 feet away). When I say "begin"
I wsoit yea to toJI: slctYjy ta/ard him, keeping yoar eyes on his
Stop when yoi feel that you're at a comfortable
fcice.
conversational distance.

The cxpeiriiiienter stepped out of the room, gave the signal to begin, and

recorded the tce-to-toe distance between subject and confed&i'ate.
instructions were given for a secoiid trials

tiiis

Then

time vith the confederate

approaching the Pibject from the rear,
Please change places (confederate moves to aero end of
t3.pc ries^jjr-i; subject moves into position 12 feet away),
(to subject) This time turn your back to him,
(to confederate) This time I want you to walk slow3y towa:-!? bin.
Since he cannot sec you ccridng, please stop and ask, "Okay?"
after each step* (Confederate stiys, "Ycu noan like, 'Oka;y'?'",
to give subject auditory baseline frcra 12 feet saray,
(to subject) I war^t you to tell h5m to stop when he roaches a
distance which is comfortable to ycu.

(to both)

As in first trial, e:cpcrimenter stepped out of the room and gave the
signal to begin,

Wien the subject signaled

tliat

an acceptable distance

subject's
had been reached^ confederate halted and the distance betv:een

heel and confederate's toe was recorded.
filled cit the
Subjects were then taken to sepai'ate rooms where they

JSDQ-25 ard were debriefed.

RssuLi'S

discussion

A^^L)

Pilot wcri: indic'itcd tVat the ctratcgy treatments
cffc-fitive.

Although

strategy, very

f«vr

sorae snibjccta

vjcre

credible ard

could verbalijie the confederate's

guessed that it was part of the experiment.

Subjects'

responses, therefore, may be considered "natural."

iD.^iif^^isnlos^^Ter^^
All four strategy treatment grcups were alike at the beginning of the
procedure,
measure.

Tri?jL one of the

disclosure exchange was consj.dered a baseline

On this trial subjects disclosed without having been exposed to

experiment*! strategies.

Latency, level, and duration, measures were

collected for this exchange, as for all others.

discrininate among groups or across time.

Latency measures did not

Therefore on3y level and duration

will be ccnsidcredo
Baseline level is assmried to be the level at which a subject would

start disclosing to on
assnitied

unkncpfrm

student on campus.

Baseline duration is

to be the duration of a typical first disclosure to an unknam

student.

Both level and duration showed a significant positive skew.

Median baseline level V9S 35; median baseline duration

v/as

63 seconds.

Comparisons of the four strategy groups via Marui-Vrhitney U tests (Ferguson,
1966) indicated no significant differences among the groups en either

baseline level or baseline duration*

Thus all groups are assumed to

h^xve

siKilar initial terdeicies to disclose to a strange coUcge student.

Strategy Respons es
The 20 cxclTianges were divided into three tiwo periods for sinplicity
of comparison.

response.

Figure 1 shews effects of strategics on levels of s\ibject

Period 1 level t^iUals the mean of subject's disclosure level
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from, exchanges 2 to 7;
ai&an of

Period 2 level,

exchanges 15 to 20.

nesji of

exchanges 8 to Ik; Period 3,

Period 3 raean served as the neasiirc of final

disclosing tendencies evoked by the cxp-ariinental strategies.

Level - Subjects responded to the dlsclosui^c strategics in the
hypothesized manner, except for the Intrasive condition,,
change in level of disclosure

froii

Copipailson of

baseline to Peried 3 (Table 1) indicates

that the Step-up strategy elicited sign3.f icantly more increase in level
than cither Congruent (p<,025) or Non-contact (p<.Ol),

Thus, in terms of

relative increase, there is s^ipport for the hypothesis that a gradual
increase of disclosure intensity yields a response of increased intensity.

In terms of absolute levels evoked by the strategies. Table 2 rcpcrts
means, standard deviations and t~test corap^trisons.

The Non-contact strategy

yielded sha^U.c.Tsr levels of response fron subjects than did the Congracnt

(p<,05) or 3tep~up (p<.01).

Because the Inti^jisive mean fell in

?jn

unpredictcd direction, comparisons of other grou.ps with it were tested
against tiro-tailed significance levels.

With this restriction, the

Intrusive grcaip still disclosed at levels significantly deeper than the

Non-contact grcap (p^.Ol) and marginally deeper than the Conginient

grcrap

(p^.06).
It therefore seer^s that a particular strategy of self -disclosure
elicits a disclosure response which is sisailar.

That is, extreiaely high or

respectively.
lew self -disclosure calls fcrth high or low response,

increase in level elicits most increase in response.

Gradual

Therefore the

strategics are
hypotheses concerning Step-up, CciTgnient, and Non-contact

supported.

cause subjects
The hj^othesis that the Intrusive strategy wouOxi

disconfirmed.
to lower their levels of disclosure was

a response just opposite to
In fact, the Intrusive strategy elicited

3?

MEANS, STANDARD DS^/IATIONS M'D VAWi^^.-mmm U

COMPARISONS

FOUR STMTYrrJ GROUPS ON CHANGS

Al-IONG

OF lE'JEL FROM BASELINE TO PERIOD 3#

Step-up

/^^'^'^ps

Itenn-

IntruGivo

Congruent

Mean?

75,68

70.7I

6O.OI

55.19

Standard
deviation

21.02

ZZ,Sk

21.15

16.57

Intrusive

5676o

Whitney
U
Congruent
Values
Non-con.

~*

"

"

36. 00**

51.00

26.00***

43.00*

65.OO

tact
12, n2" 12

p<

Non-contact

.06

** p<^.025
p^ .01

**

# Change scores

=:

(Poriod 3 level - Baseline level)

4-

5O.OO

Table 2

MSANS, STANDARD DEVIATIONS AMD T^TEST CaiPARISONS

OF PERIOD 3 LHT/EL FOR FOUR STRAT3GY GROUPS

Groups

Tntrusivs

Congruent

Non-Contact

Moans

63.46

55.01

51.60

38.61

Standard
doviation

12.39

12.74

15.19

12,81

Step-up

1.57

T-test

Congruent

2,01+

Values

Non-contact

4.6^1++

* p<r.05(ono toll)
** p-^,0l(on8 Uil)

+ p<.06(tvo tail)
-H-

Step-up

p< .01(two

tail)

.57

3.01**

2.17*
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that l^othesized.

Perhaps the Intrtasive group contained subjects fcr whca

the Intrusive Btrstcgy was in fact intrusive, and othes for whon it vas not.

Subjects with high initi?!. disclosing tcrxiencies rdght view very high
e::p«rimental disclosures

a**

^5.

mild increase, wiiile those with low initial

tendencies would experience the same disclosures as extreme.

If the

Intrusive hypothesis is true, subjects Idgh on baseline disclosure wciild
resporai with v«iy high levels.

Subjects low on baseline da.sclosure would

respond by decreasing their responding levels.
of

Intwsive

?Jid.

baseline level,
perspective,

Figure 2 shows a comparison

Non-contact groups that were split at the median of
Non-conta.ct group is included in this comparison to give

Hj.*h

Intrusive and High Non-contact grcups (all n's - 6)

were initiaU.v vmdifferentiated; as were Low Intrusive and Low
groups.

Non-cont;5,ct

However, th« low pair was significantly different frcm the high

pair (lars^est MannJihitncy U«=6.0, p<,03).

On Period 3 level the

undifferentiated. Intrusive pair are significantly different from the

undifferentiated Non-contact pair (largest Mann-^Vhitney U = 7.0, p<r, 05).
It appears that the intrusive strategy produced the largest increase with
subjects whose initial disclosing levels were low.

That is, rather than

causing lew initial disclosers to withdraw, the Intrusive strategy induced

a most radical deepening of level.

Thus the hypothesis concerning the

Intrusive strategy is again disccnfimed.

Several factors may have contributed to the disconf inning results.
During pilot studies the

The first factor may have been methodology.

Intrusive condition was toned down to

n^oke

it more credible

•

(c.^;,

items

concerning masturbation were not used unless the subject forced the

confederate to exceed the previously determined level).

more believable, but possibly less intrusive.

This proved to be

Perhaps pilot subjects'

40

70

Flgvu'O 2,

Mean

Mean

Baseline
Level

Period 3
Level

Period 3 lovol of Intrusive and Non-contact groups split
in

t>;o

at median of Eisolino Level.

^1

disbelief of the original intr^asive condition
reciprocating.

v:as

a rationaUsation to avoid

Ra^-aver, credibin-ly of the confederate was
the pi-inaiy

concern,

A second factor

riay

have been the sasiplo*

the CDS-I list dealt vdth sex.

experiences

Many high level

iteins

on

College males seem to enjcy relating their

opinions about sex.

Actually, such discussion

n.3y

be

experienced as less intrusive than ts.lking about one's fcel5.ngs or isdstakes.

Yet it may receive a higher level rating.

Possibly a different population

would react dD.fferently to such items.
Finally, it is possible th^t not enough time or exchanges had passed to

produce the J^ypothssiscd accanodation and vithdrawal,

intrusion hypothesis deserves

laore study,

Cbvicusly, the

Coisipensation for some of the

above factors should be made in future research.

Duration - The length of time spent elaborating a disclosure (duration)

was considered a measu.re of breadth of disclosure,
parallel depth in response to disclosure strategies.

Seexiangly breadth should

Figure 3 illustrates

changes in duration for the four strategy groups over time.

showed a decrease in duration*

by low durations

All groups

Such a uniform trend seems to be caused

(mesji = 2? seconds)

by the confederate.

Table 3 shows

means, standard deviations, and t-te-st comparisons of Period 3 durations.

The undifferentiated high pair of Inti'usive and Step-up differ sigrdXicantly

from the Congruent group.

Non-contact differs only frcsa Inttnisivc,

Thus

duration does parallel level for Intrusive and Step-»up strategies, but not

for Non-contact,

This finding deserves additional attention, since it

emerged in spite of constant

1c?j

durations on the confederate's part.

In

other words, subjects disclosing at high levels reduced tlieir duration
less in response to the confederate than did subjects disclosing at lower

^3

Table 3

MEANS, STANDARD DE^/IATIOKS AMD T~T5;ST COMPARISONS

C? PERIOD 3 DUMTION FOR

Groups

Intrusive

TflE

FOUR STRATEGY GROUPS

Step-up

Non-contact

Means

55.08

52.10

^2.25

Standard
deviation

16.03

19.^5

16.69

Step-np

.25

T-test
Values

*

**

p-^.05

p<

.025

Non~oontact

1.82*

1.57

Corigryent

2.33**

2.03

.2h

Congruent

12 1?

levels »

It appears tliat depth

and.

bresd.tb (level and duration) of disclosviro

respoiid to strategies in so:newhat similar fashion.

In

sujiEiaiy,

except for the Intriisive hypothesis, all hypotheses

concem5.ng strategies of self -disclosure were conf imied.

Possibly because

of siethodolcgy, or sample, or limitation of interaction, the Intrusive

strategy did not cause subjects to •vdthdraw.
and continued breadth of disclosure.

Instead they increased depth

The Step-up strategy also elicited a

large increase in depth and a continuation of breadth of disclosure.

On

the other hard, the Non-contact strate^ caused subjects to disclose at
shallc/rer levsls than the active control group (Congruent), and to reduce

brc3-dth of disclosure approximately as much as did the. control grcfup.

Although

tjie

relationship is

fai* frora

perfect (r

•=

,51), breadth (duration)

seems to parallel depth (level) in the process of intimacy growth.

Relations hip bctircen Strat egies and Personal
The front proxenic measure coiTrelated

front measure was conceived of as
index of interpersonal trust.

a,

Sr>ace

,^

Pr oxiraity
The

vdi^ the rear measure.

ccnversationa3. distance; the resT, as an

The sum of the

ti^o,

proxenic total, is

a:a

estimate of a subject's body buff er zone.

Table

^^

sha/s that neither Period 3 level nor duration correlated

significsjitly with any of the prcKeroic measures.

Degree of change in level,

however, was significajitOy corr^^lated with the front measure.

This one

statement that a
significant congelation indicates moderate support for the
stood
significant number of subjects who deepened their disclosui-e levels

closer to the confederate in the f2X;e-tc-face encounter.

deepen level stood further

Those who did not

s^fay.

that affects personal
It is not exposure to a particrolar strategy
the individual deepens
space con-elates of intiracy, but rather how much

his levels of disclosing.

The correlation of level change with front

Table

C0RR5UTICN COBFFICXENTS OF PERIOD
PERIOD 3 DURATION AND LEVEL CHANGE

Front Measure

Period 3 Level

'^-aUK

Rear Measure

3

LWEL,

PROmiC

MEASURES

Proxemic Total

.02?

,075

.06^^

Poriod 3 Duration

-.095

-.150

-,166

Level Cfcango

-.250*

.,052

-.1^9

*

p^.05

i>6

proxei^c ineasure

not sigiiific.-mtly stren^cliencd by

strategy to the correlation.

As Fj,Ture 2 on page

1,0

adcUtion of ary

sho;..,each

grmp

contains s^abjecte vho change much ard
others who change litUo.

Adird.ttedJy,

specific strategies influence ch^-^^e (e,g.
Step,up), bat str..tegies effect
different amounts of c?iangs in different
pcoplo depending on ttieir initial

level of disclosing.

Thus relative increase in level rather
tlian absolute

level is related to personal spaca prasimty.

In short, where one "is at"

depends on where he has been.
Furthermore, in terras of

grmp

differences. Tabic 5 irxlicates that the

graip with the largest or/er-all increase in level.
Step«up. stood
significantJ^y closer to the confederate than did
either control group

(Congruent - p<.01; Non-active Control . p<.06).

Thus self -disclosure

level increase showed a marginal effect on personal space expression
vhen
coinpared to an untreated group.

As for measures of the proxeirdc mnifcstations of level
face-to-face intsi'action seems most sensitive.

cJiange,

Possibly c/er a longer

period of time the rear measure might have tapped the phencsnenon.
building trust probably requires more
Also, judging a person's dist^Jice

a well practiced task.
50fo

larger

tlian

tiir^e

wMlc

tiiaji

Ho-?ever,

the procedure aljcwed.

he apprus^ches from the rear is not

The standard dcvji.ations for the rear measoire were

for the front measure.

The estimte of body buffer zone

(proxeriic total) only compounded the advantages of front with the disadvantag

of the real' measure.

Host interactions occur in a face~to-face orientationo

Therefore, such an orientation logically seems most likely to reflect the

rather subtle relationship between increase of seK~disclosure

at:id

personal

space expression of intimacy.

In

sura,

it seeris that relative increase in level of disclosure over

time has more influence on face-to«face conversational distance than does

^7

Table 5

mNS,

STANDARD DK^L\TIONS AND T~TEST CQ-IPARISONS

OF FRONT PROXEi-aC MEASURE FOR ALL FP/E GROUPS

Congruent

Groups

Moans
Standard
deviation
Control

Values

Intrusive

** p<: .05

Step-up

30.50

28.58

26.92

26.08

23.17

S.71

9.62

7.92

8.92

7.6l

1.06

,^i9

I.I6

.66

1.97**
"

p< .0^

Intrusivo

tact

3tep-np
"*

Non-contact

.5^

Non-co-'i-

T«tost

Control

1.67*

.22

1.11

.77

i;-8

absoliits disclosure level.

buXfer

zciio

Neither rear distance nor an estimate of body

vas sensitive ancu^h to

tf^p

this effect.

Thus the hypothesis

of relation between verbal, and non-verbal aspects cf intimcy devclOi:)ment
taist

be revised to focus on relative^ not absolute indices.

interaction

scei!is

Face-to-face

to be the most responsive medium for measuring this effect.

JSDQ.-25

Some groups differed significor^tly on the JSDQ~25.

This quest! oriopdre

was thcoght to monitor subjects' general disclosing terxiencies.

Table 6

shows riaans, standard deviations, and t^-test cotroarisons of J3DQ,-25 totals
As can be seen, disclosure scores are generally the

for sll five groups.

inverse of beh3.v5.oral disclosure,

for these differences.

Tnere seem to bi

First, the differences may

differences in over-all tendency to discloss.

methodology is proven to be extremely

pCA^eriXil,

In

tv70

b:^

possible explsmticns

accepted bs

th'.t case,

Sinie

thfi

tro.e

the experiitental

groups' oi-der

on JSDQ-25 is virtually the reverse ox 3.cvel ard duration outcoDies, the
procediire would have had to nake subjects go against their cidginal.

disclosing tendencies.
The seconii, more plausible^ explanation is that in this cxperiinent

J3DQ-25 dc^^s not reflect trae disclosing tendencies.

Rather, it seems to

reflect a co^'-ensation process evoked by the procedure,

Tiiat is,

thoss

subjects who felt that they did not disclose as rauch as they should have

during the disclosure exchange reduced their cognitive dissonance by
reporting that they really did disclose a great de^a to others.

In order

exposure to any
to keep the experimental, manipulations uncontaroinated by
other procedures
self-di.sclosui^ itens, JSDQ-25 >5as sdministered after all

were completed,

that
Conipari.son cf all five groups (Table 6) indicates

Intrusive; Step-up,'

a^id

Congruent r^ou.ps did not differ significantly from

the Non-active Control grcaps' JSDQ..25 score.

Only exposure to the Non-

^9

JEANS, STANDARD DEVIATIONS AND T^TSST COMPARISONS OF JOUR.\RD

SELF-DISCLOSURE QUESTIONAIRE-TOTAL SCORES FOR ALL FIVE GR0LT3

Groups

Non-contact

Congruant

Intrujiv<3

step-up

Control

Keans

74.25

70.25

61.25

59.00

57.50

Standard
deviation

12.79

14.56

13.36

16,43

1/^.43

Cont,i'uont

.73

Intra?; ivo

2.23*

1.58

Step -up

2.80*

1.81

.39

Control

3,07**

2.05

.66

T-tost
Values

* p-<i:.05(two tail)
** p<-.01(tuo tail)

.21

50

contact strate-/ caused s-abjects to boost
their

higher

tiian

JSJ>:i-25

the Ncn^c^otive Control sabjects' scores.

scores signifi.cantl^-

Thus differences in

"perceived" relf-disclosui-e to sigi-ificant others seeas
to liave been

affected

current interaction vrith a stranger.

Accoimnodati%'e Process es

The focus in this section falls on certain processes which may

detormne a subject's responses to particular strategieSc

Statistics are

not offered as docuraentation for the conclusions reo^hed.

This section

is therefore highly descri.ptive and somewlmt speculative.

In order to isolate processes occurring in intirracy development,
individual strategies are exandnod.

post hoc hypotheses will be drawn.
strategy group ever each of the 20

Figure ^ displays the data from wM.ch
In this f igui'e mean level for each
exclicjngfcs

is sham.

One fact irapcrtant

for interpreting the figure is that the subject and confedei-ate alternated
first disclosures.

That is, subjects disclosed fj.rst on cdd nunbered

exchanges; the confederate disclosed first on even numbered exchaiiges,
C.ong^ruent

Strat egy - For this strategy the confederate follo/jed a

consei*vative style in which he responded reciprocally to subjects' levels

of disclosure, but did not increase or decrease thera.
8 there was a gradual increase in level by subjects.

to 13 an interesting phenomenon occurred.

From trials 1 to
Then from trial 8

Every time subjects disclosed

near the 60 level, their next disclosure fell off sharply.

High levels

coiTesponded with disclosing second; low levels with choosing and dd.sclosing
first.

Trials 13 to 1? indicate a red.uction of the broad fluctuation.

But

near 60 level disclosure on trial 1? seemed to precipitate a drop and a
new baild-up.
risk-taking.

Thus there seemed to be two phenomena occuridng.

Disclosing at near the 60 level seemed to be

did so orOy when they knew at what

IcT-'el

rislcy.

One was

Subjects

the confederate had disclosed.

They
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did not risk high disclosing when they had to diccloso
first.
phenoraenon appeared to be

periods.

sj\

The cccond

ai.terr^tion between "cafe" period:; and

"ri.slcy"

The gradual buil.d-ups of level betv^een exchanges 1 and 8, and

between 13 and 1? were follaied by Isrgo fluctuations in level.

The

fluctuations may indicate an smbivalence about exposing one's self too much.
Safe p-oricds did not raflcct that a^ibivalence.

group shoald reveal ctrato^ies employed
follc^red their lead.

Tb.is

try

Responses of the Congruent

subjects, nince the confederate

the risk taking and the alternation of safe ani

risky periods of subjects in this group nay be considered a basalone against

which responses to other strategies may be compared.
Intrusive Strategy - For this strategy the confederate disclosed

very high level

iteiiis

about himself no ciatter what the subjects disclosed.

The first 6 exchanges show evidence of modeling.

That is, subjects wojld

disclose at higher levels when they followed the confederate's high level
responses tha,n when they preceded him.

With 2 exceptions, subjects showed

little risk taking or aribivalence after exchange 6,
scene

Although displaying

mcderate ambivalence, subjects appeared to have accepted a norm of

high disclosure.

The exceptions, exchanges 10 to 12 ard 15 to 1?,

subjects' sharp decrease in level after

sji

shci-red

unusu.ally high disclosure.

The

drop was especially sharp after exch^Jige 15 in which subjects disclosed
first.

An initial period of modeling was followed by relatively constant

lew level variation.

Only

ti«ro

short risty periods occuxred,

Hoi'fever,

the

initial period could also be considered a risky period that was terminated

when subjects could depend on the confederate to respond at a high level.
Stcp-up Stratefgr - For this strategy the confederate disclosed two
levels higher than did each subject on each item.

The most striking factor

aboat the response to the St-ep-up strategy is the relative lack of abrupt
shifts in level.

Instead, cubjects seemed to respond with levels that fit

53

tliC

form of gentlo vraves with

that

chct^tvd ab?.-uptness

iriOresLsins'Jy

vcre 12

iind

13 «

high peaks.

The on\^- cTC>uujges

It appears that Period 3 (trials

15 to 20) includes boUi a peak and a traigh.

Perhaps, giv^sn more

tiirs,

tho

Stcp-np strategy voiild havo prcduced. hj.gher levels than did ths IntrAsivOs
This strategy

cC'Zms

Non-contj=^.c t

very

to prod.nce tho Ic^^st aTabivalenc© of all,

Strat egy - For this strategy the confederate disclosed, at
Exchanges 1 to 3

levels regardless of the subject's disclosure.

loc-r

appeared to be an initial peri.od in which subjects paralleled the Congruent
grcup.

This initial attempt to follow their own usual strategy was followed,

by a period of extreme fluctuation.
appeared to be functioning.

During exchanges

^f-

to 12 two processes

First, subjects chose higher items when they

dir,clot;cd iifter the confederate.

Thus they seemed to be protecting then-

selves on odd rrumbere'd trials, but desiring to disclose more on even ti-lals.
The secoTd process shc^s that the levels of exchanges on which subjects
risked themselves steed.i3y decreased from exchanges 8 to 12,
as

subjects wei'c tryi.ng to conform to their own norm of

be disclosed; but vore being steadily turned off
nothirig.

'oy

Thus it seercs

hovi

imch shatld

a partner who wciOxl risk

Exchanges 13 to 20 are difficult to account for.

Hov?ever, it

pre-dous trend,
seems that exchanges 13 throagh 16 show a reversal of the

IMs

confederate
may signify subjects' abrupt efforts to jolt the

disclosing at a relatively ^dgh level on a new list.

W

Exchanges 17 through

attempt to jolt the confederate
20 may indicate a short period in which the

was

aWoned, fonowed

disclosing at
by an attempt to re-coup self-image by

on the last two ]ists, regardlc
what might be considered more "nonr.al" levels
of the confed.erate's behavi.or.

Thus the dominant feature of responses to

a strong ambivalence combined vrith a
the Non-contaot strategy seemed to ba
decreasing vrillingness to

Uke

risks.

5^

Of th© four strategy gvaaps, only

alienated frcsn interaction.

tiie

Ncrn-contect groap appeared to be

Lcv3l and duration measures show tMs.

However,

an anecdotal report of subjects' atteripts to increase intiiaacy
should
contribute further xinders tarring.
confederate's
much.

loi?

Most subjects seemed to accept the

levels of disci osui-e as a sign of his not wanting to say

They seemed to respect his choice.

intinacy gre.rth,

A

fw

Hafever, some tried to influence

chose items that the confederate had chosen, then

tried to point out similarities
Otliers cracked jokes and were

beti>reen theinselves

and the confederate.

veiy warn and accepting.

One subject attempted

to shaine the confederate by pointing out rather sarcastically that he was

considering discussing a lew level itsn but would not choose it because it

was really rather trivial.

Another, a caiapus politician, disclosed highly

throughout and even introduced himself and shook the confederate's hand after
the disclosure exchange (the only subject to do this).

Obviously, level ard

duration measures do not ccinpletely explain the acconoodative processes
attempted.

In summary, there seemed to be several processes of interaction that
emerged in response to virtually all strategies.

These processes were

ambivalent risk-taking and an alternation between safe and risky disclosures.
The Congruent group most clearly showed both processes.
seemed to produce initial modeling f ollwed by

level disclosing.

The Intrusive strategy

scsne arabivalance

about high

The Step-up strategy yielded responses that seemed to form

waves with peaks of increasingly higher level.

Finally, the Non-contact

strategy seemed to produce the most ambivalence, a decreasing willingness to

idsk disclosure, and often

a-n

informal attempt to increase intimacy.

The

interpretation of Figure k and the recounting of anecdotal evidence, of
caarse, do3S not confira the processes suggested.

It doss, hcwever, relate
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the re3i.xlts of

th?.s expeidTi^ent

to theoret?xal perditions, as well as point

oat avenues for fm-thcr rececrch.

SUMMARY

AlID

CONCLUSIONS

Several aspects of intimacy gra-rth

present

stu-dy.

mzder investigation in the

First, four different strateg3.es of self-disclosure
vera

presented to male college students.
responded depri-ved
disclosure.

c£uno

thera of

The setting in

-vriiich

these s-abjects

non-verbal cues and Limited their topics of

The experimental confederate, vho appeared as anotiier
student,

presented the pre-determined strategies from a lai-ger set of
disclosures
that were constant in duration srd content.
The hypothesis that different strategies of disclosure elicit different

self-disclosure responses was generally confirmed.

More specifically-,

subjects exposed to a strategy in which the confederate revealed himself
at very

levels (Non-contact), responded with low disclosure levels.

When the confederate recd.procated

esich

subject's own strategy

match:l5\^

his levels (Congruent), subjects responded by increasing their level twice

as uiuch as did subjects in the Non~contact situation.

The most incl^^a5e in

level was effected when the confederate revealed at a moderately higher

level than did the smbject no matt-er what level they chose (Step-.up).
Subjects respoixied in reverse of the hypothesized manner when

tJie

confederate

disclosed at very high levels regardless of subject disclosure (Intrusive),

Instead of psycholc^ically withdravdng

frcsi the

high risk situation by

disclosing very little, subjects foLlovred the confederate to very high leve^x.
The last finding suggests the presence of methodological shoi-tconings, e.£,

inability to make the intrusive levels high enough and remain ci'edible.

On

the other hand, it may suggest that a viable road to intii^acy is to self-

disclose at a high level.

Evidence to support this is provided by the

reports of those who have been members of two and

thi^ec

day encounter grou.ps.

The preceding descriptions of stratefcy outcomes refer only to level of
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ditialoDure^

Although levels (depth) of disclosure exhibited the stron^jest

differences, duration (breadtli) of disclosure
wesksr, effects.

Such effects seem

probabilities indicate because they

held confederate duration constant.

nwe

&J.so sho-^ed

significant, if

powerful than their statistical

ercei^ged

in spits of a methodology wideh

Thus the present study provides

support for the notion that both depth and breadth of sslf-disclosin-o

contidbute to

grcr.rth of

intimacy.

Personal space proximity did reD.ate to self -disclosure strategies, but

not in a direct way.

That is, physical praximity did not correlate with

final level of self -disclosure.

However, change in level of disclosure

did correlate with physical proximity.

In other wcrd.s, a person who

increa.3ed his level of disclosing to the confederate approached closer

to the confederate than did a person who decreased his Icvelo

was significant only for the face-to~face interaction.

This relation

Apparently the

relationshi.p vras not strong enough to cvercoirie the extreme variability by

subjects judg3.r^ the confederate's distance while facing away
FinaHs', in a p ost

froin him,

hoc , speculative manner, processes of intiiaacy

growth were infoiTcd from level responses of the four strategy groups, over
20 exchanges.
charactcr5.2;t<l

indicate an

Two processes

seeiticd

evident.

hy extreme vAcillation in level.

a.t^ibivalence abcAAt

the confederate would respond.

The first was risk-taking

This vacillation seemed to

disclosing too much while being unsure of

hovr

The second process was an alternation of

periods of risk-taking with periods of sharing very little vacillation.
Step-up
The Congruent group displayed both these processes ve.iy well; the

whose peaks
strategy seemed to produce smooth waves of disclosure level
modeling or
always becojne higher; the Intrusive group shared initia3.
finally, the Nonambivalancc folla-^ed by usually moderate ambivalence;
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contact shOTed the most vacillation of
of alienation from interactiona

ussd by

meinb-srs of tlie

el.le

This group alone sharod signs

Anecdota-l acccunts indicate various ploys

Non-contact groap to increase intimacy.

Several conclusions may be dravm from the prenent investigation.
fii'&t is that the "dyadic effect"

demons trg'clo phencmencn.

disclose in return.

The

(Jourard and LaMsman, I96O) is a

That is, people

se3JL -disclose

more to those who

The results of this experiment were not caused by

social rejjif orccment in the usual sense.

Contrary to rcsthodolo^ employed

by Taylor, Aitman, and Sorrentino (I969), the present methodology avoided
smy stat-emonts of approval.

In large part, even the choice of an identical

item was avoided.

It is interesting to note, ho/rever, that even the Ncn-contact grwip
shovjs slight

but increasing levels of disclosure.

Thus there may be a

That is, sjjmost

more unconditional process of increasing disclosure.

regai^css of what is disclosed, levels may increase through enforced
interaction (cf» Aitman and Haythom, 1965) or, perhaps, through the
presence of something akin to exploratoiy motivation.

It is difficult to decide which theory best accauits for the present
data.

Obvicisly, there are many levels of explanation.

To ignore any

be a
one of them for the sake of ^-'proving" a thooiy wcild in itself
prematui-e strategy.

To say only that subjects follcwed a raaiel to different

vacillation which
levels of response (a la Icai^iing theory) ignores the

marked the exchanges.
Intrusive

To say on3y that risks that were justified (i.e. in

(a la humanistic
Step-up conditions) lead to closer relations

effect of social norms and
and social exchange theories), ignores both the
in
the effects of cognitive manipulations involved,

behaviors.

evaluating part!ier

of behaviors.
Social intei^ction comprises a veiy complex set
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attitudes and emotions.

for all of these fsctorSe

action

Ku.st "be

No one theory at this point

caii

adequately account

More research relating various layers of inter-

done in order to f ora a unified, theory spanning all levels*

Finally, the effectiveness of strategies and

txie

use of verbal or

no-n~verbal modes of disclosure may be different among different cultiu^s.

In cultures in which formality and psychological remoteness are the rule
CTormany) even the Step-up strategy may prove intrusive, while the

Non-contact would be acceptable,

Vfithin our cvm country, people from

different subcultures may react differently.

For example, the Intrusivo

strategy may indeed be aversive to working class members.

Non-verbal modes

of disclosui'e may be used less hy North Americans thsji by Latin Americans;
likevdsc,' less by upperclass members than by lower class menbcirs,

Ths

collego and university campus, itself, appears to be a culture somewhat
d3,stinct from the larger society.

Both cross-cultural and cross-modal

strategy differences are as yet largely unexplored.

•
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JCfUMRD SELF^TDISCLOSURE QUESTI0MIPJ2

If

yoii h^.vc d5.sclosGd

the inf or^iaticn from the qusstionaire to ycu
"2"
s.
then
f5.11
in
in the appropriate ST^ace on the ajiswer sheet.
,
If you have not told this information to her, or if jo>i have only given an
incomplete version of the inf oriiiation, then fill in a "1" in tlie appropriate
space,

MOTHF^R*

yoa like to do most in yair spare time at
go out, etc,

1.

vrhat

2,

The kind of party or social gathering that yoa enjqy most,

3«

Your usual and favorite spare-tiics readlrig material; e,g, novels, non-

hcsae,

e«g, read, sports,

fiction, science fiction, poetry, etc,
k»

The kind cf msic jcm most enjoy listening to; e,g, popular, classical,
folk music, opera, etc,

5,

The sports you engage in most. If any; eog, golf,
tennis, etc«

6,

VHiether or not you knwr znd play ar^r card gapies; Ceg* bridge, poker,
gin ruTHiry, etc,

7,

Whether or not yoa

"

\

drinJcs

—^bser,

swiriiTiiing,

basebsGJL,

vrill drink alcoholic beverages; if so, your favoii.t^
wine, gin,brandy,whiskey, etc,

8,

The foods yo-a like best, and the ways you like f ocd prepai*cd; e.ge rare
steak, etc,

9,

V/hsther or not yoa belong to any church; if so,
usual fi'equcney of attending.

wMch

one, ejid the

10, VThether or not you belong to any clubs, fraternity, civic organizations;
if so, the naines of these oi'ganir.ations.
insti'ur.ent,
11, Any special skills that you have learned; e,g. play a itrasical
sculpture, wood~carving, weaving, etc,

what these
12, Wiether or not you have any favorite spectator sport; if so,
etc.
basketball,
footvall,
wi«estling,
are, e.g, boxing,
in duririg your
13, The places that you have travelled to, or lived

life-

other countries, cities, states©
views on local or
ih. What your political sentments axe at present-^your
you.
to
fedora,! government policies of interest

^

,
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15«

vmothcr or not you have been £:erj.cnsly in love dmdng your
life beforts
tliis year; if so, vath wiiom, what the details were,
and the cutccrro,

l6e

The characteristics of that person \jhich you dislike, that you
wish
that parson would change and improve

17.

The personal deficiencies that you wcrald most like to improve, oi' that
arc struggling to do s01r.eth3.ng about at present; e.g. appearance,
lack of kno/rlcdge, loneliness, temper, etc,

ym

hm

18.

V/hether of not you presently owe money; if so,

19.

The kind of future you are sdrning for, wetting for, planning for—bot^
personal:^' and vocationaUy, e.g. m9.rriage and family, professional
status, etc*

20.

Your chief complaints about your work or course of studies; e.g. the

much and to whom.

things that bore you, or annoy and upset you, such as tasks, assiga^isnt-s
people.
21.

The details of your sex life up to the present time, including whether
or not you Biisturbate, whether or not you have had- or are heaving sexual
relations, etc,,

22.

Your probleir^s and woriries abcat your personality; th^t is, what you
dislike most about yourseDJ"; any guilt, inferiority feelings, etc., that
yai riight have*

23.

Ha<: you feel about the appearance of ycur body your locks, figure,
weightr-^^hat ycni dislike and V7hat you accept in your appeai'ance, and
how you wich you might char^ge you2* looks or iT(n-)orve them,

2^,'

Your thoughts about your health, including any problems, worries or
concerns that ycu might have at' present,

25,

An ex9ct idea of yair regulat income (if a student, of your usual

—

ci-wibined

allarcjice and ciirnings if sssy,)

* Sajne items asked about Father, Best Male Friend, and Best Female Friend.

100 items all together.
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APPENDIX II

CONTP.OLLED DISCLOSUP^

STIMULI-imS

VvlTH INTRUSr/E AND NON-CONTACT LIMITS NOTED

Sarnple
1.
2.

(

3.

(21

6.
7.
8.
9-

(52;
(67;
(72:
(80:

10.

(90:

8!

(V'r]

Size of clothing(r>hoer., etc)
feelings about the United Nations (U.N.)
Wheth^sr or not I wou.ld wsar a vzedding ring,
Viy vie-.rs about borrcfwing raon-sy from a loan comp<'5jiy.
Things I liked about roy home life.
VThether or not I want to have any children vhcn I get married.
What I tiiink of a girl who lets me kiss her on a first date,
Ftelings I have when I sm "chewed out" or severely criticised.
Whom I like better , r^y mother or father,
l^iy feelings about marrying a non>- virgin.
It/

Lisi A

9.

(88)
(77)
(67)
(^7)
(16)
(31)
( ^)
(27)
(82)

10,

(5^)

1.
2.

3*
5.
6.
7.
8.

wife, (intrusive)
Things which T would never toll
TMnfi;s I worry about when I'm with a girl.
Vbf mother's personality.
Vfy feelings about bon'ovring scineone else's clothes.
Where vty parents and grandparents came frcra,
Wnnt I enjoy most, aind get the most satisfaction frca:a, in ity work,
H?w may aunts and uncles I have, (Non-contact)
I'y most enjoyable experience in school,
Iic:f I riiight (or did) feel if Jjy mother and father wore seperated
or divorced.
The kind of person I like to date.

List B
1.

(87:

2.
3.
iv.

(70:
(21
(17:

5.

(55:

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

(33:
(93^
(45:
(

8!

(66;

Em

old I w?-s the first time I had sexual relations.
How long it talces me tt knew whether or not I am in love with someone,
flow often I wash my hair.
What happens when I see blood,
Ky feelings about being alone once in a wM.le and thinking.
Hew I feel about telling someone off v/hen they're not fair.
What I would do if I got a girl pregnant, (Intrusive)
}iy opinions on what money is for,
favorite beverages, and the ones I don't like, (Non-contact)
Relatives (aujits.uncles.etc, ) 1 have who I dislike and why I
dislike them.

%
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Lisjt^C
1.

(93)

Things in the past or present that I feel ashamed
or Kuiltv
^
^
about, (Intrasive)

2.

{61)
(51)
{l^)

\Jhcm I

3.

^.
5.

KW

6.

(7?)
(86)

7.

9.

{ k)
(21)

10,

(36)

8.

me

money to,
money ia for ray happiness.
Times vhen I have felt like walking away from
scmeonft,
The kinds of group activities that I ucually enjoy.
Things vliich I have been sorry that I have dcn«.
-/mat I would do if I caught tiy vdfe playing
around with scmo other
Hovr ijnportant

Ths krx.ds of pets I have ovmed.. (Non-contact)
opinions on what the role of the Federal Gm-emraent
should be
in regarrl to public education,
Things which disgust me.

List D
1.
2.

(78)
(9^)

The kinds of things I don't like people watching me do,
Guilt feeljjTgs, if any, that I have (or have had) about my sexual

3.

(62)
(19)

beha.vior,
Hc<w easily' iny mind is changed by others,
Row taLl I like woraen to be.

(^*-8)

Vfho

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10,

(84)
(56)
( 6)
(25)
(33)

.

:

should discipline the children- -u^y wife or me,
What it takes to hurt
feelings deeply,
(Intrusi.ve)
The way I like others to treat me,
The most recent trip I h^iva t?.kea, (Non-contact)
My feelings bout bliivi date?,
Tiie kind of supervisor I would like to have on lay job.

List E
It
2,
3,

k,
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

(83)
(94)
(76)
(63)
(38)
8)
(
(^4)
(Ik)
(56)

10, (23)

Vmat birth control methods I would use in inarriage, (Intrusive)
Hc'-T I feel about a girl after having h$d sexual relations witli her,
Timas that I have lied to ry girlfriend,
Hovr Tis^ cousins I have,
Where I usually take a girl ©n a date,
>ty favorite subjects in school, (Non-contact)
Ky feelings about hcfvr much independance I need,
Hew I fe^l abeut vjorking with
hands,
UMch is more important to me—working cn a job that I like, rr
working cn a job that pays a lot,
Hgw I feel about being one to "throw a party,"
dtj'-
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1.

(12)

2.

(

3.

6)
(88)

Clubs and organizations to which I bslong cr have be3.cnged.
Hew I like
coffee (black, VD.th cream and sugar, etc. ). (Non-conUct)
Disappointments or bad experiences I have had in love affairs,

w

(Intrufjive)

^.
5.

6.

(59)
(66)

?•
8.
9,

(29)
(39)
(82)
(77)

10.

(46)

Times vrhen I h?^e been considerat-e.
How I feel about using influential people I know to get ahead
in a job.
My political opinions,
l^y political party preferences.
The description of a person with whom I was or am in love.
The aridant of ItM/e and companionship in
faMHj,-- as compared
to other families,
I'y ideas about who should manage the Koney in my marriage.

List G
1.

2.

3.

^.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.

(^6)
(31)
(22)
(71)
(83)
(11)
(66)

(97)
(59)
{

9)

Hew I would feel about marrying aperson of a different religion,
Hovf strongly I defend my political views,
Viy feelings about political par-ties.
Times I have felt lonely.
Lies that I have told i^y friejids, (Intrusive)
The different kinds of play and recreation I enjoy, (Non-contact)
Hov/ panicky I get in tight situations.
Persons with whom I have had sexual experiences.
Possible misfortunes that I worry about,
V/h^t foods I feel are best for my healtho

List H
1.

2.
3.

( 4)
(56)
(72)
(82)

5.
6.

(26)
(90)

7.
8.

(3^)
(16)
(65)
ikl)

9.

10,

often I eat in restaurants.
One of the worst things that ever happened to me,
Hcv7 I feel about finacially supporting my wife's parents,
l^r problems, if any, about getting favorable attention from
the opposite sex, (Intrusive)
The age of girls that I like to date.
My feelings about having sexual relations with a girl with
whom I ar/i in love.
}fy general attitude about work,
(Non-contact)
^ty attitudes concerning labor unions.
uncomfortable.
feel
made
me
have
people
other
v/hen
Times
do.
Jobs that I would never
E<Af
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!•
2.
3.

(3?-)

6.
?•

(42)
(85;

8,

(27)

^0
(90)
^. (56)
5. (64)
(

9. (76)
10, (14)

I feol about c'^5.ng to a doctor.
favorite sporte. (Non~centact)
Ky love life.
My ups sjid downs 5.n wood,
How I feel about telHjng i.ies to get oat of an
uncomforUble
situation,
Wheth&r I am a "listener" or a "talker" in a social
conversation.
How I Trdght feci (or actually felt) if I saw
father hit
ry mother, (Intrusive)
Hcv: I thank th:; Federal Go^/ernivient should
handle Negro-iiiiite
conflicts,
Things I dislikes abcat my horaa life.
Timcjs I have been in the hospital.
Hov;

Itf

Lis t J
1.
2.

(^-8)

(26)

3. (53

)

^« (39)
5« (80)
6. (67)
7, ( 6)
8. (90)
9, (12)

My feelings if I sea a Kan and a woman necking in public,
Job skills that I have.
Thin,gs that anger me,
Superstitions that I have.
Inst^^ces in which I might lie to my wife. (Intimsivc)
Things that would cause me to break up a friendship,
What age I think a President of the U.S. shou3.d be,
Hovj often I h^ve h?d sexual, relations in uiy life.
VJhat I think our gcveminent's policy to-rani Russia should be,
(Non-cont-act)

10.

(75)

Tinss that I almost felt that life wasn't worth living.

List K
1.

2.

(15)
(68)

(35)
(72)
5. (40)
6. (79)
7. (26)
8. (89)
3*

4.

9.

10,

(

9)

(59)

Good tines I had in school. (Non^contact)
Times when I have vdshed that I could chsjige something about
physical appearance.
The kirds of persons with v^hom I like to work,
Tines it wo-.rld be sH right to go a^?,inst my religious beliefs,
vrno I tliink should niakc iuiportant family decisions,
V'fhat I would do if it seemed that manrlage was not a success,
The amoujit of money I spend in bujring sports equipment,
What I v^ould do if iry hast friend's girl made sexual advances
to liie, (Intrusive)
Th6 H'-mber of colds I usually have per year,
parents have been angiy VTith me.
Tirscs when

w
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List^L
1.

(2i)

2.
3.

(53)
(^^)

if.

(32)

5.
6.

(90)
(71)

7.
8.

(

vrnothsr I vould rather live in an apartment or

ft house after
getting marriedg
The kinds of things that make me just fur3.ous,
Viy feelings about people who do not
like the some things that

I like,

7)
(80)

9. (1^0
10. (67)

feel about people who are careless in picking up clothing
personal effects, etc,
Vfy experiences with prostitutes.
The greatest point of disagreement that I have (or have had)
with icy pai^ents,
favorite hobbies, (Non-contact)
What I would do if I found tliat my wife had lied to me.
(Intrusive)
How KTuch tiiiie I devote to playing sports.
The kinds of sjrmpathy and support I like from others.
Ec^T I

List M
1. (27)
2. (83)

3. ( ^0
^. (16)
5.

(73)

6.

(51)
7. (^0)
8. (6i^)
9. (31)
10. (90)

Political policies I agree with,
Tl-iings that I would not want people to find out about me if
I ever ran for a poHtical office.
The schools I have attended, (Non-contact)
V/hat I think the U.S. shcul^;! do in regard to shaidng atosdccnegery infornaticn and resources.
How I feel about giving a girl a "line" to have a sexual
affair vrii th her.
The kind of person I like to have as a friend,
Timas when I have felt quarrelsome.
My feelings abcat my responsivilitics and obligations.
My feelings abcut religious denorainations other th^ my own,
Em frequently I like to engage in sexual activity, (Intiusive)

List_N
1.
2.

3.
^.

•

(71)
(83)
( 3)
(65)
(5^)

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

(19)
(39)
(88)

10.

(22)

(^^9)

Diseases that seem to rv.n in dqt facdly.
Bad habits my father or mother have.
The kind of toothpaste I use.
Hew iiuch sex education I would gi ve iny children.
How I fcal about gettiiig old.
The number of children I want to have after I am piarried.
My feelings about gar.ibling, (Non-contact)
Tiiiics when I have been dissatisfied.
mother drunck.
Hoi/ I have felt cr might feel if I ever saw
(Intrusive)
The kind of work I would like to do in the future.
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L ist 0
!•
2,

(53)
(^0)
3« (il)
^« (23)
5,
6,

(5)
(93)

7, (?0)
8, (35)
9, (62)
10, (86)

way I bcimve vrhen I djii arcu.nd my parents
f eclir.gs about the quality of schooli.ns that I received*
Ko'a^ T?rach I enjoy -vfatching athletic events, (Non-contax;t)
How nuch I enjoy reading newspaper articles on crime,
Shorts c.quipr.ient I cwn,
Hov^ I vrculd feel about having sex relations with anothcjr
woi^an after I \t33 pvarried* (Intrusive)
Tiiiics wh3n I have "told off" a girl.
Tat!

liy

general attitude wliile in school,
I would vant iny wife's terapersjient to be,
VJhat I tell a girl when I'm no longer in lovtj with her.

I'/hat

List P
1, (60)

Anjc^jint
riiy

2,

(17)

3, { k)
^. (91)
5, (75)
6, (57)
7, (28)
8, (^1)
9, (31)
10! (8^0

of personal propei'ty (IsrA, car, house, etc.) that

t)arents c/m,

Ho'/l feel abc?it girls' f^^hicn styles, (Ncn-contac-t)
Where iry aunts, uiicles, cousins live,
Kovr often I niaotixrbate,
What feelings, if ojy, I have tro^uble expressing or controlling,
Times when I h?.ve been einTmrrasscd ty a teacher or instru.ctorc
Hcif I wc;jad f-eel about seeing riy "vdfe isi rollers,
The kind of wedding I want to have,
oninion on whether or not abortions v/hould be made legal*
Dreams I have hsd about sex matters, (Intrusive)

List^
!•

2*
3,
J^,

5
6!

7I
8

%
10!

(55)
(29)
(83)
(92)
(36)
(67)
(17)
(78)
{k5)
( 6)

favorite alcoholic beverages,
W
Arguments or fights I had during

school days,
Lies that I liave told my parents, (Intrusive)
life,
a fnend,
I'ha wav I behave when I am with
with
living
my wife's parents,
Hovr I would geel abtut
weight.
Recent changes in by
love,
Ho'-f often I have been in
to give my cnildren.
The amount of allo-^nce I would be willing
Ky smokijig habits, (Non-contact)
.

^

Appondix II

contir'aied.

7^

List R
1. (31)
(12)

**•

3.
i^.

(80)

5.

(27)

6. ( k-)
7. (53)
8. (65)
9. (9^)
10. (77)

Times when I have felt enthusiastic.
favorite ways of spenciing spare time, Ceg. bmting, residing,
cards, sports events, dancing, parties, etc.
The way I feel about students who ai^e siniarter than I aii}..
Ho-i^ I ri-ght feel (or actually felt) if thare wj^re sny ff.lcoholism
or dinig addiction in my fardiy. (Intrusive)
feelings about people who sxq not of the sarie nationali.ty
that I aia.
Whether or not I weai' eyeglasses. (Non-contact)
HovT I feel abou.t meeting a girl's parents on a first date.
views on sexual morality—how I feel that I and others
ought to behave in sexual matters.
Ha-r frequently I vrould want to engage in sex with Djy wife,
Hov: much money I give to the church.
^ty

List S

U

( 8)
2. (^2)
3. (38)
^. (23)
5. (72)
6. (11)
7. (61)
8. (9r)

9. (79)
10. (9i)

Movies that I have seen.
How many gir].s I have dated,
SubjCiCts about which I feel I am poorly informed.
Subjects in which I did well in school.
>lis takes my parents made wMl.c raising me.
The religions denomj.naticn to which I belong. (Non-ccnt<^ct)
worst experience in school.
Ha-j much religious trairdng or instruction I had as an adult.
Times I have cried a^ an adult when I was cad, (Intrusive)
Feelings about my adequacy in sex'aal behxivi-or—my ability to
perform adequately in sexual relationships.

List T
1.

2,
3.
5.
6.
7.

(68)
(38)
(80)
( 7)
(9^)
(28)
(76)

(55)
(^0)
10. (12)
8.
9.

w

w5.fe to be.
will-built I vrant
The physical appearance of my brothers and sisters.
advances. (Intrasive)
Hovr long I know a girl before making sexual
>V favorite pet.
Fry feelings about my own masturbation.
marriage.
feelings about standaixis of sexual behavi.or before
a
Kow impoi-tant I think sex will be in making my man-iage
Ha^r

gocd one.
Times when I have felt like breaking the lai-r.
on me.
The kinds of clothes that I feel look best
(Non-^contaot)
rested.
How often I wake up fresh and
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APPENDIX III

THRES RAMDOM OPJDERS OF LIST PPcSSENTATION

Oi'dinal poGition^-

Ord.er One

Order Two

1

P

E

P

2

R

C

D

3

N

G

S

A

H

L

5

G

I

B

6

E

J

J

7

B

Q

0

8

Q

K

Q

9

S

S

H

10

M

6

T

11

K

L.

12

J

F

k

13

F

N

I

1^

D

R

c

15

0

0

E

16

I

D

N

17

C

T

K

18

H

P

F

19

L

A

R

20

T

M

G

* Original order given in Appendix II

Oixler Three
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APPE1®IX

IV

EXAMPLES OF CONTROJJLED DISCL0SUPJ3 STB![JLT.„,.DISCL0SUP^3

17

How I feel about girls' new fasloion styles,

Maji I like the inini,,,Idon't dlf this masi ccming
up and hiding
the legs,. ..I oppose it's nic© in the winter tijic, biit..,,I
still prefer
the ridni skirts,

^

vn-icther

or not I wear eyeglasses.

Yes I do,for
for seeing long di.dtaiiccs.,,.like seeing tlie sci-een
vhen sitting at the hack of a Icctur-e.,. Othond.se I don't like to we^j* them,,,,
they're uncc-.r£foi'table,,.,I have to vrear thcra for driving, but.,.nry eyes
aren't too
was sort of surprized when I fliuil^ed the eys-exam for
my drivers license,
12

Eo>T

often I wake up fresh and rested.

Seldom, ,,, if I can sleep late, then I woJce up fresh pjid rested... .but
I usually can't sleep late, because I have early classes,,, so,,. I wake up
fresh rjkl rested about. ..two or three tiraes a week, imybe..,. would yoi
believe iMO times a vreek,,,. Saturday and Sunday?

KIDDLE
53

Hew I feci about meeting a girl's parents on a first date.

Depends ©n the girl, depends ©n the parents,,, a,,, I dor:'t mirid it at
all,,, I get along with parents pretty well,,, you knci, I laolce a pretty good
impression with t}ier.,,,rjid,ac.,if they give me a bad time, ,,, well, so what,,.,
it's the girl I'm interested in, not the parents,
5^

How I feel about getting old,

1 don't feel too barl about it,,,, like old to me means, . .past 50 is getting
physical faculties start slipping ai-zay, I don't look
fcn^ard to that at all.,,, but I've got a long ways to go before then, and,,,,
some oLd people I've knovm, ,.,like my gra!:xifathcr,f0r instance,.,, .have
stayed sharp until the end,
old.,,, when yciir

51

Hcc-J-

iinportant money is for

rtiy

happiness.

Well,,, Money is important,,,, I guess I'lu not as idealistic as I used to
be^ saying that, you know, that money doesn't mean anything, ,« Money is
important because there is a certain level of comfort at which I'd lilce
to live,,. But beyond that money isn't important. Honey, and the things
I can buy with it.., they aren't the places that I find real happiness.
Other than beyond, I me^oi, up to a certain level of ccnf ort bodily ccTnfoi*t,

—

k-p-p^nSDX IV

eontiimcd
7?

high"
85

Wliat

birth coiitrol nsthods I waild use in max-ris^e,

I wcraldn't use rxj-/tM,ng. >^ wife woiad take
the pill thourho^.A-, I
ui>derstaM it, that's reaUy the only tiding th^t'G
lofe effective. Of course
depenea.-;^ on whether or not she could f^te
it--sho night bo prone tc getting'
bi.ood cloos or sometliang. A...„I vculdji't
use s. rubber because tha...:a...,
sort 01 ac>£Bn--c, appeal to me. iii maiviage, and I
wouldn't use foan.,,,that
doesn ^i appeal to ^.e either, and I wouldn't use a diaph^s^..
because that
doesn't work an- Hello As a natter of fact none of the
other ones work as
well as the pill.
V/hat it

t-'^-k'^iS

to hurt wy feelings deeply,

I guesG vhat wou3,d hurt me the most.,. is having somebody..
.that I really
cared for, and who I thcagh really cared for r.e,..tcll ks or sho-^ rae
in
seme way, thcit thsy didn'tc.you kno;7, they were acting
though they
cared for ne vihen they really didn't... And so that everything I said
to them,
and evor-^-thlng that I ...a«.edid for then, yea know... it weald,
a... just be
that they wore laughing beh5rxd my back. I guess that's what it is— that a
person wo^jld be sort of taking advant9^e of me and laughing behind
back...
That would really cut,

93

Things in the past or present that I feel asliamed or g:uilty about.

When I was in high school««a senior I guess—I was in a college prep
coarse, You knar, you're suppose to ta^ke all the mtl-i and science ycu^ccn get.
And I detest math in the first placo^ But any way,,,. I sat ne:ct to a gocxr
guy in trigonoi^etry class,,, a guy who knew his stuff. And, I'd cheat on the
exsjns. As a natter of fact that's h^ I got thrcagh trig,,, And,., that wsis
really the first tiras I did that— to Bxxy extent ajnyvray, And I guess I'm still
a little ashaned abcut it.
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APPEfFDn V

AVERAGE DURATICN*FOR

Duration

*

MCH

LEVEI, OF INIllACY

Deviation

0

25.2

6.2

10

25.2

6.5

20

27.1

8.1

30

26.7

6.3

^0

25.^

7.7

50

27.2

7.6

60

29.0

7.9

70

28.9

6.8

80

28.8

6.9

90

26.6

5.9

•

Duration in seconds

T-ratio between largest ard smallest mean dui'ation « 1.62
(not significajit)
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APPEMiOIX VI

DIAGR/U-I CF APFARA.1US

o

APPEi®TX

VII

SUBJ15CT INSTRUCTIONS 'LIP^D TO LIGHT. BOX

You

»irc

Pai^tner B

1.

Take a list frcii the top of the pile
on year Ic-ft,

2»

Choose an itcra ycxi feel you woi\ld like
to elaborate cri for ycur partner*

3«

VJhen the li^ht is ow,
read the itein rruTabcr,
ite^i level (the miKbcr in parentheses), and

the itein itseH, Thc^n tell your pas'-bnar
Listen to
ahoiit that aspect of ycurEclf ,
your psxtner's statem-T!nt vhen h© talks,
k.

Circle the iten that you tall:od abcat.

5.

VJlien

6»

Go to stop #1 ard repsat the sequsncco

both you and ycsur partner ai*G
finished with the li.i't, place it on top of
your cubicle

Self -disclosure Strategy and Personal
Space Proxinity

in Intimacy Development (June 1970)

Victor E. Savicki, B.A,

.

Carroll College

M.S., University of Massachusetts

Directed by:

Sheldon Cashdan, Ph.D.

As a test of the general hypothesis that verba.l and
non-verbal aspects
of the acquaintance process are related, two procedures were
employed.

First,

subjects were exposed to verbal self -disclosure strategies which wert^

representative of non-verbal personal space styles of behavior.

Secondly,

proKemic measures were taken to note any direct relationship between self-

disclosure and actual personal space manifestations of

intirriocy.

In the first procedure each of kS introductory psychology students were

paired with an experimental confederate.

After being placed in separates

cubicles, the dyads exchanged 20 self-.disclosu.res from a set of 20 lists of

self -disclosure items*
levels of disclosure.

disclosure choices:

Each list contained 10 items representating 10
The confederate used one of four strategies for his

Intrusive strategy - disclose only very high level -ite-ns;

Non-contact strategy - disclose only very lew level items; Congraent stra,tegy disclose at the same level as the subject; Step-up strategy - disclose at a
level moderately higher than the subject.

After exposure to one of the strategies, subjects' front and rear body
buffer measurements were feken with the confederate acting as the tai'get
person.

For the front measure the subject approached the confederate.

This

procedure was reversed for the rear measure.
Finally, subjects were given the Jourard Self-disclosui*e Questionnaire
(25 item version) to monitor their generalized tendency to disclose.

Subjects disclosed as the confederate dido

Non-contact strategy led

2

to

level responding disclosures

lcx7

aixi

to alienation fraa interaction.

Step-up strategy led to the most jjioreaEe in level,
to a

slight increase in level.

Congi-uent strategy lec

The Intrusive strategy, instead of

causing alienation, led to the highest absolute levels of disclosure.

Although

confederate's duration of disclosure was held constant, subjects' duration
of disclosure paralleled their response levels (i.e. long duration accoapanied

high level).
Only the front proxemic measure showed any significant relationship
to disclosure outcome.

Subjects who substantially increased their level of

self -disclosure stood closer than those who decreased disclosure levels.

There was no relationship between absolute levels of disclosure ard proximity.
Self -disclosure questionnaire results were just the inverse of the

interaction results.

The N on- contant' group, the only group whose Jcurard

score was significantly higher tlian that of a control group, reported that

they really did self -disclose to significant others more than they did to the
confederate.

Thus they seemed to use the self -disclosure questionnaire

as an accomodative tool to raise self-esteem rather than to indicate

actual disclosing tendencies.

Finally^ a non-statistical examination of disclosure strategy level
responses over 20 exchanges revealed two processes.

First, there appeared

an alternation between risky and safe periods of revealing.

Safe periods

were marked by steady, gradual increase in level of disclosure.
periods shewed wide vacillation of level.
process.

Risky

Risk-taking was a second

During risk-taking periods, subjects disclosed at low levels on

exchanges in which they spoke first and at higher levels when they spoke
second.

They risked themselves only when they were quite certain of the

confederate's adequate disci ostu-e.

